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Abstract
Murray Goldfinger was thirteen years of age when he faced persecution and
ultimate annihilation at the hands of the ruthless Nazi regime. As Germany invaded
Poland in 1939, Murray was living uninterrupted from the conflict on the outskirts of
southern Poland near the Czechoslovakian boarder. Murray’s unbelievable survivor
story describes in detail essentially every aspect of the Holocaust; from his two year
hideout, to his time in Auschwitz, his interaction with the notorious Dr. Mengele and his
eventual liberation from Buchenwald. In the midst of such a horrific fate the probability
of survival was microscopic, especially coming from a country such as Poland, where
German pseudo-scientific racial classifications made Polish-Jewry the most vile creature
imaginable. Nevertheless, Murray’s incredible Holocaust narrative openly defied the
“final solution.” In defying the final solution, Murray illustrated unbelievable resiliency,
human capacity to live and maintenance of integrity in a world filled with death, dishonor
and coldness.
The aim of this thesis was to attempt to explain the inexplicable, thus coming to
some concrete rationale as to why Murray was able to persevere unlike so many
unfortunate victims who perished. The findings of this research attribute Murray’s
survival to three distinct categories; (1) Murray’s geographical location and relationship
to his hometown of Wierchomla, Poland (2) rare level of low anti-Semitic activity
encountered and (3) a number of miscellaneous personal factors that included but are not
limited to his diet, gender, age, psychological composition, family connections, agency,
etc… Holocaust survival in Poland depended on a wide range of factors some of which
are congruent to Murray’s story and some of which are not. Murray’s Holocaust narrative
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differs from the dominant Holocaust narrative in Poland in many ways, especially in his
relationship to his hometown. Murray’s relationship to his hometown was responsible for
his respectable early pre-ghetto conditions, prevented Murray from early imprisonment
and bolstered Murray’s morale. All of these factors directly related to Murray’s survival.
The project uses Murray’s personal oral testimony as a vital source of information
deriving from multiple interviews conducted over the past year. This project attempts to
give a survivor a chance to document his remarkable story, while at the same time
attempts to add a new piece of holocaust scholarship to an area of scholarship (individual
survivor geographical positioning) that hasn’t been given as meticulous dedication.

Introduction: To Murray Goldfinger’s Holocaust Narrative
Murray Goldfinger was thirteen years of age when he faced persecution and the
potential for annihilation at the hands of the ruthless Nazi regime. As Germany invaded
Poland in 1939, Goldfinger was simultaneously living undisturbed from the conflict on
the outskirts of southern Poland near the Czechoslovakian border. Yet, it was only a
matter of time before the Nazi‘s conquered every inch of Polish population and forced
Goldfinger and his family into over-crowded ghettos, concentration camps, and
eventually into industrialized bureaucratic killing centers that symbolize the Holocaust.
In the midst of such a horrific fate, the probability of survival was extremely low,
especially coming from a country such as Poland, where German pseudo-scientific racial
classifications made Polish-Jewry the most vile creatures imaginable. Nevertheless,
Goldfinger‘s incredible Holocaust story openly defies the ―final solution.‖ In defying
the final solution, Goldfinger illustrated unbelievable resiliency, displaying an incredible
capacity to live and maintain his integrity in a world filled with death, dishonor and
coldness. Using Goldfinger‘s Holocaust narrative as a catalyst for research, this project
aimed to provide an avenue in which a survivor could be remembered for persevering
against overwhelming adversity. Additionally, this project endeavors to acquire concrete
rationale to explain why, beyond luck and faith, Goldfinger was able to survive while
many under similar circumstances perished.

1

Overview of Mr. Goldfinger’s Journey
Goldfinger was only thirteen years old when the Nazis invaded Poland on
September 1st, 1939. Within three days, Warsaw had been completely cut off by Nazi
forces. Shortly after, in November 1939, the Polish police ordered Murray and the rest of
his family to evacuate his hometown of Wierchomla, Poland. The Goldfingers were
relocated to the Stary Sacz ghetto. At Stary Sacz, the Goldfingers‘ contacted a former
schoolmate of Murray‘s mother, who they had known lived in the nearby area. After
locating their family friend, he mentioned he owned an extra farm house on the outskirts
of the ghetto. The Goldfingers‘ family friend allowed the Goldfingers‘ to live in the
farmhouse free of charge for nearly two years. Over those two years, Murray Goldfinger
was able to return home to Wierchomla once a week to pick up various food items,
stabilizing the diet for himself and the rest of his family. Also, Murray Goldfinger was
able to carry dry goods into the ghetto from neighboring Slovakia, such as matches,
which provided a lucrative profit for his family. Around the same time, Murray also was
able to work with a gentile butcher in the nearby area, selling kosher meat to the Jewish
inhabitants. Murray‘s trade in food and other quasi black-market operations kept his
family above water.
The Goldfingers‘ lived relatively comfortably and isolated in Stary Sacz until
March, 1942. In March, 1942, the Jewish police stormed into the Goldfingers‘ residence.
The Jewish police told Murray‘s mother they needed 150 young men from the age 17
through 25 for work. Murray, only being 15 years of age was instructed not to disclose
his age. The Polish police also instructed him, if Nazi authorities asked, he should lie
about his age. Murray and his older brother were taken away from his family and sent to
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work on a water dam at Roznow. This was the last time Murray would see the rest of his
family. Murray and his older brother Josef, worked in Roznow for the next couple of
months, under a German engineer named Sigel Huber. Sigel Huber was described as a
―decent man,‖ having a high tolerance for Murray, especially since he was clearly the
youngest. One time while working at the dam, Murray was supposed to fetch a part
from the construction site and bring it back to the dam. Murray was so fascinated by the
machinery that, especially since he had lived in a rural area his entire life, he was gone
nearly two hours and forgot the part he needed to bring back. Upon his return, Murray
was not punished by Sigel Huber. An offense such as Murray‘s could be punishable by
death in the camps.
In August, 1942 at Roznow, there were 250 boys working with Sigel Huber,
however, only 100 of the boys were granted permission to work the following season.
The German engineer counted and realized there were only 95 boys. Murray, not being
one of the first groups of 100 boys chosen, was finally one of the five remaining boys to
be selected. A Waffen-SS guard pointed to Murray and said ―I‘ll let you live a while,‖
indicating the rest of the boys not selected were killed.1 Murray was able to reunite with
his brother Josef. Next, Murray was sent to Lipie, where he worked over the next few
months with the German engineer cleaning up one of the ghettos. In the winter of 1943,
Murray was sent to Tarnov ghetto with his brother Josef. Josef, a large, strong man, was
immediately chosen as fire commander, worked closely with the Jewish Police and
1

The Waffen-SS is the armed branch of Schutzstafflen, Hitler‘s personal bodyguard and de facto political
army of the National Socialist Party.
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performed many activities such as clearing a disturbance. Josef was fed well and kept in
separate quarters. Sigel Huber was granted permission from the high authority to place
the 100 boys in the ghetto over the winter with the notion of returning when the weather
was better in the spring to continue their work. However, Sigel Huber wasn‘t able to
maintain security for all of his boys, since many of the boys were deported, transferred
and did not survive. At the Tarnov ghetto, there were two distinct camps: Ghetto A, the
working side, and Ghetto B, the side marked for liquidation. Murray and five other boys
were located in Ghetto B, with hopes of being reunited with the German engineer in the
spring. The inhabitants of Ghetto B were not immediately transferred to other camps.
There were waves of transfers, the first being the women, children and the elderly. With
each transfer, more healthy able individuals were being transferred, thus Goldfinger‘s
chances of escaping the liquidation deteriorated with each successive purge. Murray and
the boys lived on the 5th floor of an apartment building with access to an attic. During the
nighttime, Murray and the rest of the boys would scale the wall to barter with the local
gentile population. They boys would reenter through the main gates like many of the
prisoners returning from work. The Tarnov ghetto was eventually liquidated, with the
majority of its prisoners being sent to various death camps across Poland. Murray and
the boys eventually were captured by the Jewish police after offering assistance to a
young girl and her mother. They found the young girl and her mother on the side of the
road, freezing to death. They brought the mother and her daughter up to their apartment,
where the Jewish police confiscated their belongings and shipped them away.
In March of 1943 Murray and the rest of the boys were shipped to Szebnie, in the
vicinity of Cracow; Szebnie was a labor camp. Upon arrival, an SS officer asked, who
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knew something about farming. Murray mentioned his farming expertise, thus Murray
was assigned to tend the SS officer‘s garden, a secure job which was not physically
demanding. After a few weeks, Murray was caught stealing dog biscuits from the SS
officer‘s garden. Instead of shooting Murray, which was his right, the SS officer told
Murray he could take the family leftovers after dinner, but not to ever take the dog
biscuits. Following his time in Szebnie, Murray was transferred to Auschwitz-Birkenau
in November of 1943. In summer of the same year Murray was sent to work in a refinery.
Following his work in the refinery, Murray was transferred to work in the coal mines. At
the coalmines, Murray was punished by an SS guard after being charged with sabotaging
a shovel. Actually, the shovel was broken when it was assigned to Murray. The prisoner
in charge of disturbing the equipment purposely supplied Murray with a broken shovel.
Murray does not know why the prisoner in charge disliked him, but mentioned he ―had it
out for him.‖ Murray was forced to turn around where the SS officer then proceeded to
shoot Murray. However, the officer must have missed. Murray was bleeding from the
back of the ear and the shoulder. Murray lay on the ground for what he characterized as
―an eternity.‖ Murray patiently waited until the labor site was completely clear and
promptly returned to camp. However, after a few days his shoulder became infected.
Murray, feeling he had nothing to lose, decided to go to the infirmary. In the infirmary,
Murray was treated by a Polish doctor. The Polish doctor mentioned Murray‘s nonJewish appearance as a factor for why he chose to save him, as well as the fact that
Murray spoke perfect Polish. The Polish doctor operated on Murray‘s wound, and
drained it. He told the other doctors that Murray held an important job in the mines as
rationale for the surgery. Murray also came face to face with the notorious Dr. Josef
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Mengele, who examined the technique the Polish doctor used to drain the infection.2
During Murray‘s hospital stay, Goldfinger witnessed a live vivisection, illustrating some
of the atrocities performed by Dr. Mengele. Following his treatment and recovery,
Murray was sent back to work in the camps.
During the winter of 1944 carrying into 1945 Murray participated in the infamous
death marches. After finally reaching Buchenwald in 1945, Murray was once again put
to work building foundations for ammunition to be stored in order to shoot down allied
planes. Finally on April 19th 1945 Murray was liberated from Buchenwald by allied
forces.
Methodology
As Goldfinger‘s story was unraveled and constructed through the collection and
compilation of multiple oral testimonies, various commonalities came to the forefront.
Surviving the Holocaust was not a singular or fluid process. Survival involved a set of
extraneous circumstances combined with an opportunistic approach and ultimately an
unbendable will to carry on. Therefore, attempting to concretely provide distinct
rationale for survival becomes increasingly difficult. However, through analysis of a
multitude of elements, Goldfinger‘s survival largely depended on three particular groups
of circumstances which were clustered together: (1) geographical location (2) level of
Polish anti-Semitism and its bearing on the possibility of rescue (3) miscellaneous
circumstances (which included but are not limited to Gender, physical appearance, family
connections, stable diet, cleverness, agency, psychological explanations, etc…).

2

Dr. Josef Mengele (1911 – 1979), famous for being an SS physician who supervised selections
for incoming transports to Auschwitz-Birkenau, also, known for conducting horrific human experiments.
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After identifying Goldfinger‘s survival elements, the next logical step was
selecting an avenue through which to explore the various arenas of scholarship. The first
arena which seemed to be an unexplored topic of existing Holocaust scholarship was
individual geographical location. The use of statistical data when available was used
alongside personal oral testimony to illustrate geographic positioning importance. Data
analysis was used to highlight strong associations between various geographical positions
and probability of survival. In addition to statistical research, oral testimonies from both
Goldfinger and various other survivors (through the Steven Spielberg Shoah foundation)
were used to create a group of survivor data.3 Oral testimonies were used to both further
validate and negate many hypotheses. The next arena which was used in conjunction
with geographic position was the level of anti-Semitism experienced by Goldfinger as a
result of his positioning. Goldfinger experienced relatively low-levels of anti-Semitic
activity, which was conducive for rescue activity. Finally, the last section attempts to
bridge the gap of Goldfinger‘s Holocaust narrative by using both primary and secondary
sources through analyzing psychological vessels, as well as, various other mainstream
Holocaust scholarships in both positive and negative affinities effecting Goldfinger.
Limitations of Methodology
No matter how carefully one researches the Holocaust, there is no way to recreate
such an enormous, disastrous catastrophe in such a way that could holistically encompass
the situation. Nevertheless, through the use of oral testimonies, primary documents,
interviews and historical research, historians have been able to add vast quantities of
scholarship. Yet, seeking to provide rationale for why a particular survivor was able to

3

USC Shoah Foundation Institute for Visual History and Education, ―USC SFI Testimony
Catalog,‖ http://tc.usc.edu/vhitc/(S(2fchjdjsbbmol4mne4skuqyo))/default.aspx (accessed Jan. 17, 2010).
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survive involves a lot of speculation, imagination and circumstantial evidence. Therefore,
the entire process in which this work is being constructed should not be characterized as
an exact science. With that being said, this work does provide a compelling argument as
to why Murray Goldfinger was able to survive by diligently using a variety of resources
at his disposal. However, in dealing with the Holocaust and oral testimony, there are
quite a number of limitations from which this work cannot escape.
The first limitation when using oral testimony has to do with the strict use of oral
testimony. Just using oral testimony without reference to other forms of research would
be counterproductive due to the simple fact of human nature. Oral testimony does not
excel in providing positivistic history, but it does excel in being a source of historical
confirmation.4

Also, the amount of time elapsed is seen as another limitation to oral

testimony. Goldfinger was liberated on April 10th, 1945; certainly he must have
forgotten important details along the way. However, when asked if he finds it harder to
recall the details over the years as time passed, Goldfinger suggests that no such memory
loss occurs; ―I forget my dreams I had last night, but I don‘t forget what happened to me
in 1942-1945. I remember details daily, dreaming about those things. I forget six months
ago, three months ago I had an appointment that I forgot about… Am I starting to get to
the point?‖5 Historian Michael Nutkiewicz suggests that for the survivor, ―memory is a
place where there is no forgetting—where forgetting cannot even exit.‖6 Besides the
process of memorization, many historians would criticize oral testimonies‘ memory as
being tainted from influence of time. Even if this claim holds true, the same criticism
4

Geoffrey H. Hartman, ―Learning from Survivors: The Yale Testimony Project,‖ Holocaust
and Genocide Studies V9 N2 (1995): 199.
5
Goldfinger, Interview by author, Jamesburg, NJ, Feb. 12, 2010.
6
Michael Nutkiewicz, ―Shame, Guilt and Anguish in Holocaust Survivor Testimony,‖ The Oral
history Review 30, no. 1 (2003): 22.
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could characterize written-discourse having been written over long lengths of time with
numerous revisions and contradictions.7 Finally, another limitation in dealing with oral
testimony has to do with the ability of the researcher to facilitate the survivor or
interviewee to specifically answer certain penetrating questions. If the interviewee
chooses not to answer the question or chooses to side step the question, various elements
of analysis could go unexamined.
Limitations involving this particular Holocaust study were not just restricted to
oral testimonies. Finding adequate supporting statistical data proved to be the most
convoluted aspect of this research and should be mentioned to understand the foundations
of the research. The initial, naïve aspirations of this study were to develop statistical
approaches which would be used in conjunction with oral testimony to illuminate
conclusive numerical measurements of survival probability. However, there were
numerous obstacles which forced this study to use more imaginative approaches in
collecting statistical evidence. The first limitation in using statistical data lies from the
fact that many of desired statistical categories that were attempting to be examined
simply do not exist. For example, no records of the number of Catholic families in
Poland during the Nazi occupation were kept. Therefore, attempting to show statistical
correlation between number of Catholic families by town and number of rescuers
becomes increasingly harder to prove. Furthermore, there were other statistical
categories that simply did not exist which would have proved beneficial to this particular
study: total population by town or county, number of Catholic population, number of
Jews in cities and in urban towns, etc… In addition to certain statistical categories not
being in existence, other statistical categories were kept in different qualitative units of
7

Hartman, ―Learning from Survivors: The Yale Testimony Project,‖ 199.
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measurements, making comparisons by the lowest and most specific levels obsolete.
Another limitation relies more personally with researcher and less with the data available,
in the simple but problematic nature of analyzing records in languages other than English.
Therefore, if items existed in say Hebrew or Polish, the researcher wasn‘t able to interpret
sufficiently the data and/or in the cases in which was the researcher was able to get a
translation, couldn‘t examine further with the specific knowledge necessary to locate
invaluable statistics. In the instances where sufficient data is represented, it usually
derived from a singular source disallowing further examination from multiple works.
Finally, the timing of the Nazis occupation of Poland was in 1939, a year before the next
population census was to be collected. The most useful census was taken in 1931, nearly
ten years before Nazi occupation. If the Nazis would have invaded Poland a year later,
much more precise population data would be present.
Besides the aforementioned limitations particular to this individual study another
set of limitations ubiquitously encompasses all survivor, Holocaust data: accuracy. The
Holocaust in its entirety cannot be understood by those outside of its destruction.
Therefore, there are a wide range of factors which seem to formulate an equation that
cannot be solved. The first of these limitations pertains to the notions of what would be
considered a survivor. This notion possesses a broad set of discrepancies in Holocaust
survivor data. For the purposes of this study, the definition the National Holocaust
Museum provides will be sufficient; ―as a person who was displaced, persecuted, and/or
discriminated against by the racial, religious, ethnic, social, and political policies of the
Nazis and their allies between 1933 and 1945. In addition to former inmates of
concentration camps and ghettos this includes, among others, refugees and people in
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hiding.‖8 Moreover, survivor data is not entirely accurate for a variety of reasons: many
survivors chose not to register following liberation, many rescues would not be
documented if the rescuer and rescued were discovered and killed by the Nazis, many
events were not documented, such as escapes into other countries; some survivors
perhaps do not even consider themselves survivors because they were raised as Catholics
as youngsters and might not even know their ethnic and religious origins, etc… Finally,
there are general problems in dealing with statistical research. Various elements often go
overlooked and individual cases are considered outliners if they do not reinforce the
statistical majority. All of the limitations of the project being presented at the beginning
of the work hopefully will allow the work to present itself in a fluid-clear manner. The
following sections will illustrate the creative and imaginable ways around these
limitations and sufficiently illustrate correlations between Goldfinger‘s Holocaust
narrative and the previously mentioned elements of survival.
Importance of Oral Testimony
One of the main elements consistent throughout the entire project is the use of Mr.
Goldfinger‘s personal testimony. Oral testimony is a tremendous instrument allowing
survivors the ability to share their unbelievable stories for educational purposes. Oral
testimony allows survivors to have a voice and impact on the historical narrative. If oral
testimony did not exist, the survivor‘s anguish and suffering would go unnoticed and
extraordinary human compassion would go unrecognized and, thus not properly honored.
Furthermore, without testimonies, history would lack historical evidence as the Germans
failed to keep diligent records regarding survivor testimonies. Without oral testimony,
8

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, ―Office of Survivor Affairs, Who is a Survivor?‖
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, http://www.ushmm.org/remembrance/survivoraffairs
(accessed January 17 2010).
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the only survivor testimony remaining would be humiliating photos where the attention is
displaced from the survivor, to the fascination with evil forces or the uninspiring
indifferent bystanders.9 All survivors have the fundamental right to share their stories if
they desire, for their stories are the essential pillars in which history is constructed and
without oral testimonies there would be no witnesses to aid in historical confirmation.
Oral testimony does not attempt to label survivors as historians; it simply values the
survivor as a human witness to a significant historical event.10 More often than not,
historians and individuals ambitiously seek to extract information from Holocaust
testimony that the survivor‘s cannot provide such as explanations for exigent questions
regarding abilities to act in stressful situations. More importantly, Holocaust testimony
should be used for educational purposes and the focus should be on what survivor
testimony can provide. Professor Geoffrey H. Hartman from Yale University adequately
describes the value of survivor testimony: ―If we learn anything here, it is about life when
the search for meaning had to be suspended: we are made to focus on what it was like to
exist under conditions in which moral choice was systematically disabled by the
persecutors and heroism was rarely possible.‖11 Goldfinger‘s testimony illustrates
astounding resolve or determination to survive, human compassion and the ability to act
morally conscious when the entire concept of morality is dissolved. Goldfinger‘s
testimony emphasizes human spirit, emphasizes human decency and emphasizes human
compassion. Oral testimony brings history to life and places people to the forefront to a
new generation of young learners who know about the Holocaust only through books.
Therefore, Oral testimonies‘ invaluable nature will be expressed throughout this project
9

Hartman, ―Learning from Survivors: The Yale Testimony Project,‖ 192.
Ibid., 194.
11
Ibid., 193.
10
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with the intent to provide a vehicle through which Goldfinger‘s remarkable personal
charisma, fortuitous circumstances and other important factors for survival shine through.
Oral Testimony‘s Importance to the Survivor and Interpretation
As important as oral testimony is to future generations to learn from, its intrinsic
value to the individual survivor is of equal importance. Survival testimony allows the
survivor not only to discuss their narrative, but also to therapeutically discuss horrible
ordeals in such a way that the survivor can actually relate to lost family members or
friends. For example, Goldfinger‘s close relationship with his brother, who perished at
the hands of the Nazis, has been maintained through testimony: ―I dream many times and
when I wake up I realize that I am an old person. The other day I was dreaming about
running from the Gestapo, hiding, you know these things. I was all shook up until I
realized I was safe. My brothers, you know I was very close with my other brother.
Very close, I always dreamt that he‘s alive. I‘ve dreamt many times how he died, how he
tried to escape. Maybe it‘s because I was thinking about him or that I simply just miss
him.‖12 Just as if Goldfinger was remembering his brother in a dream, Goldfinger is able
to relive his relationship with his brother during testimony. This is evident when
Goldfinger states, ―Just as I am telling you this now, I see it happening in my mind.‖13
Therefore, Oral testimony can be therapeutic in nature allowing the survivor to express in
his inner most feelings in a positive outlet. In addition to being therapeutic, oral
testimony can also be didactic and communal.14 Goldfinger‘s testimony explodes with
didactic sentiments suggesting the importance of oral testimony‘s didactic elements to the
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Goldfinger, Interview by author, Jamesburg, NJ, Feb. 12, 2010.
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Michael Nutkiewicz, ―Shame, Guilt and Anguish in Holocaust Survivor Testimony,‖ The
Oral history Review 30, no. 1 (2003): 16.
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survivor‘s personal rationale for communicating his story. When asked when he began
telling his narrative, Goldfinger almost immediately explains the importance of oral
testimony, ―The whole thing is that the world has to know. People are already trying to
deny that it never happened, you got professors saying that people wanted to (deny it). It
did happen and it‘s something people should know we experienced.‖15 Furthermore,
Goldfinger‘s testimony suggests that people should always use the Holocaust as a
reference to the capability of human cruelty, thus working towards means to alleviate
such cruelty from existing; ―I learned one thing though, human beings are worse than the
animals. Take a lion, he only kills when he is hungry and he chooses the weak one, he
lets the other ones live. Human beings try to kill for fun or for joy. If you think of it,
how could a person go torture children, or deprive them.‖16Didactic and therapeutic, oral
testimonies provide necessary outlets for Holocaust survivors that should be embraced.
In order to learn from the Holocaust testimony, it is important to understand
exactly the information the survivor grants permission to hear, as well as, how to interpret
the information. In other words, survivors frequently alter their testimony for a variety of
different reasons. Michael Nutkiewicz describes this mechanism as filtering. Nutiewicz
puts forth the notion that filtering is used to exclude painful memories from
consciousness, and provides examples of how the dead take center stage in survivor
testimony, not the survivor.17 Furthermore, Nutiewicz insists that filtering can
dramatically alter the survivor testimony, compromising the integrity of the testimony by
leaving out key details of the survivor experience. Goldfinger‘s testimony is not entirely
congruent with Nutiewicz‘s notion of filtering. In Goldfinger‘s testimony, Goldfinger
15

Goldfinger, Interview by author, Jamesburg, NJ, Feb. 12, 2010.
Ibid.
17
Nutkiewicz, Shame and Anguish, 8.
16
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adequately describes selective painful memories in detail, often discussing the death of
his relatives. Goldfinger‘s testimony, while very melancholy in nature while discussing
intense moments (as Nutiewicz calls death moments), continues to yield relevant and
useful testimony in great detail. However, by liberally extending Nutiewicz‘s notion of
filtering to include different motives for filtering above and beyond repressing painful
memories, Goldfinger‘s testimony can be analyzed in a different light. One example,
when Goldfinger was asked to analyze the statement, ―the best did not survive,‖ he was
tentative to address the question. Instead, Goldfinger decided to focus on his
achievement and successes after the camps, instead of focusing on those who perished;
―You look at it at the good points of what you did; the guilty person is the one who did
the harm. I did not harm, I did good (both in the camp and afterwards he provided
examples).‖18 Goldfinger‘s testimony illustrates his acceptance of the past and of those
who were unfortunate not to make it. By not answering the question directly or filtering
his testimony, Goldfinger is able to deflect the situation which was focused on the
negative to the positive outcome of his survival. Goldfinger‘s willingness to associate
guiltiness with wrongdoing allows Goldfinger to feel good about his positive
achievements without feeling at fault for not displaying prodigious guilt. Thus, filtering
by survivors of their testimony is a way for the survivor to communicate as they desire,
without discussing issues that make them uncomfortable. In other areas of survivor
testimony, filtering can be used to put the survivor in ―brighter light,‖ to alter unsettling
situations, and to omit painful memories which change the course of survivor testimony.
When dealing with survivor testimony, it is important to pay particular attention to what
is said, as well as, what was not said.
18
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Section 1: Geographical Locations Impact on Survival
Arguably the most important factor in Goldfinger‘s survival stems from his
geographical positioning before the war. Goldfinger grew up in Wierchomla, Poland or
on the border of Slovakia, separating Poland from Slovakia only by the Ozla River.19
Although Wierchomla is a rural setting on the frontiers of Poland, Goldfinger still was
subjected to many of the same obstacles as the rest of his countrymen. Examining
Goldfinger‘s positioning from a geopolitical lens, exemplifies that living in Poland during
the Nazi‘s reign was actually the worst location possible. Nevertheless, the specific
geographical composition of Goldfinger‘s hometown was much different than the rest his
country, giving him a distinct advantage for survival.
On a larger geopolitical scale, living in Poland after 1939 meant disaster for both
the Jewish and gentile population. Examining other countries under Nazi occupation
illustrates Poland‘s extended hardships. For example, Danish Jews were ordered to be
gathered for deportations in 1943, but Nazi implementation of anti-Jewish practices
occurred much sooner in Poland. Similarly, Hungarian Jews were not deported for
executions and enrolled in extermination camps until the summer of 1944.20 Conversely,
on September 21, 1939 SS-Obergruppenführer (General) Reinhard Heydrich (1904 –1942)
issued instructions to Einsatzgruppen (SS special action squads) in Poland regarding
treatment of Jews; stating they should be gathered in ghettos near railroads for the future
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―final goal.‖21 Furthermore, on October 12, 1939 Hans Frank (1900 –1946) was
appointed Nazi Gauleiter (governor) of Poland, followed by a forced labor decree issued
for Polish Jews ages fourteen through sixty years of age.22 On February 12, 1940 the first
deportations of German Jews into occupied Poland took place followed in January 1942
by the first mass killings through use of Zyklon-B at Auschwitz-Birkenau.23 Both of the
aforementioned events preceded the Wannsee Conference, which eventually orchestrated
and coordinated the efforts of Nazi personnel towards the infamous ―Final Solution.‖
The sheer timing of the Nazi occupation, as well as, the sheer timing of deportation of the
Jewish population was huge factors in determining survival. Therefore, Polish Jewry
was subjected to the worse possible scenario of Nazi terror in terms of duration, having to
withstand the destructive aims of the Nazis for years before their international
counterparts.
Occupational timing of the Nazi forces was not in favor of Polish Jewry during
World War II. For the most part, the majority of Polish Jewry was not blessed with many
appealing escape destinations or other relief options. An estimated 50,000-100,000
Jewish Polish survivors remained in Poland throughout the duration of the Nazi
Occupation, out of a prewar population of nearly 3.5 million.24 250,000 Polish Jews were
able to escape to Russia, Sweden, Switzerland, the United States, and Palestine.25
Therefore, around 350,000 Polish Jews survived, equating to approximately ten percent
of their prewar population. For the majority of Polish Jews, the aspirations of escape
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were bleak and the extent of imminent danger of an unprecedented scale was
unimaginable. In Murray‘s case especially, the availability of escape was practically nonexistent. For example, in April, 1939 Slovakia passed a version of Anti-Semitic
legislation mirroring the Nuremberg Laws creating little incentive for Polish Jewry to
seek refuge with their southern neighbors, as a result of the largely new anti-Semitic
legislation.26
Goldfinger had an enormous incentive to seek refuge anywhere he possibly could
be protected, however, their closest southern neighbors were not welcoming.
Additionally, Goldfinger‘s personal views of communist Russia demonstrate both his
family and towns beliefs. He noted, ―Where was I going to go? Russia? My sisters could
have escaped to Russia, but Russia was communist, so they didn‘t.‖27 Goldfinger‘s
negative connotation of communist Russia can be traced to high level of pogroms that
accompanied the revolution of 1917, plus, from many of Goldfinger‘s fellow
townspeople, who had migrated from Russia, ―Do you know what a pogrom was? The
rumor was that when a Jewish child was born, it had to have Christian blood. To have
Christian blood, they (Jews) would have to slaughter a Christian child. Whenever, they
would find a child they would go out and kill Jews.‖28 Thus, none of the countries
surrounding Goldfinger were encouraging Jewish refuge. Goldfinger‘s family could have
chosen to escape to other countries such as Switzerland or the United States; however,
financial restrictions made those escape avenues impossible. Goldfinger came from a
small, rural community where his father owned a little farm and served as a butcher to
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earn extra money. By comparison, Danish Jews were located near the safe haven of
Sweden, only separated by five to fifteen miles of open water.29 Additionally, Swedes
accepted Jews with open arms, viewing Jews as Danes and harbored a great deal of
opposition to Nazism.30 Thus, a high percentage of Danish Jews survived as a result of
their location.
Both Danish and Hungarian Jews possessed another distinct survival advantage
over Polish Jewry; Nazi pseudo-scientific racial hierarchy. One of the largest
determining factors for survival was the degree to which Nazi occupying forces gained
control of the governmental machinery.31 Where the Nazis had complete control, they
could perform whatever necessary actions possible to successfully complete annihilation.
Influencing the Nazis‘ decision over how much direct authority to exert depended on the
Nazi ideology toward the occupied people.32 According to Nazi ideology, Polish people
were untermenschen (subhuman) who occupied a land which possessed high value
because it was part of the lebensraum (living space) coveted by the superior German
race.33

Hitler‘s admonition of August 22, 1939 demonstrates the level of contempt Nazi

ideology placed toward their neighboring Polish citizens by authorizing the killing,
―without pity or mercy all men, women and children of Polish descent or language. Only
in this way can we obtain the living space we need.‖34 However, as was the case with
Polish Jewry, the Nazis believed it to be economically beneficial to use the majority of
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the Polish population for manual labor. Forced labor frequently drove many Polish
citizens to their deaths, however in terms of Nazi ideology; forced labor was not only
productive, the obliteration of the Polish population was a desired byproduct. Historian
Richard C. Lukas proposed that if the war would have continued, the Poles would have
shared the same plight as their Jewish counterparts. Lukas argues that ―It is inescapable
that had the war continued, Poles would have been ultimately obliterated either by
outright slaughter in gas chambers…or continuation of the policies the Nazis had
inaugurated in occupied Poland during the war—genocide by execution, forced labor,
starvation, reduction of biological propagation, and Germanization.‖35
Further evidence of Nazi eradication of Polish culture can be traced to the attack
on the Polish intelligentsia.

Anyone who attended secondary school was subject to

persecution and targeted for liquidation. During the war, Poland intelligentsia was
directly targeted for destruction; Poland lost 45% of its physicians, 57% of its attorneys,
15% of its teachers and 40% of its professors.36 In addition to physical extermination of
the educated elite, physical destruction of Polish culture became a focal point of Nazi
strategy toward Poland. Polish art suffered greatly, all literary and scientific artistic
institutions were closed, the Polish press was replaced by a German Press, books were
confiscated, monuments were removed, and memorial and inscriptions of Polish heroes
were destroyed.37 Nazi assaults on Polish culture wouldn‘t have been successful without
renaming Polish cities.38 Additionally, the Nazis identified Catholicism as being
fundamentally synonymous with Polish nationalism, thus the Nazis sought to disrupt and
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obliterate the Catholic Church‘s organizational structure; out of 10,017 secular clergy in
Poland in 1939, 1,811 died during the war and many other large segments of the clergy
were imprisoned.39 Moreover, the Nazis‘ full on attack wouldn‘t have been complete
without economic exploitation. Forced labor aside, the Nazis confiscated the majority of
Polish businesses, large commercial farms, small industrial operations and small
commercial businesses.40 One particular example is the Treuhandstelle Ost Organisation
(HTO, Trustee Office East). This organization, according to German statistics,
administered 264 industrial establishments, 9,000 medium sized industrial concerns,
76,000 small industrial operations, 9,120 large commercial farms, and 112,000 small
commercial businesses as of February 1941.41 As if that wasn‘t enough, the Germans
continued to confiscate Polish homes for German colonizing efforts, seizing control of
the bank of Poland quickly devaluing the zloty to give advantages to the German mark
and finally levying heavy taxes on the Polish people. In contrast to conceiving the
Polish as ―sub humans‖ worthy of total destruction, the Nazis viewed Denmark‘s
population in a much higher fashion. According to Nazi racial ideology, the Danes were
defined as a superior ―Aryan‖ race, thus the Nazis allowed the Danes in charge of their
political destiny by retaining the prewar government.42 Therefore, Denmark functioned
relatively undisturbed until 1943 and served as Hitler‘s model protectorate.43
Goldfinger‘s particular town was located at the southern tip of the area
characterized by the Germans as the General Government. The General Government was
part of Poland not annexed by Germany but heavily administered by Nazi personnel
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functioning as a gigantic labor camp and a buffer zone to the east.44 The General
Government was sought to eventually be included in the German sphere only after
German colonization. Thus, removal of all Polish citizens, Jews and gentiles alike was
immediately enforced. Coming from the southernmost locality within the General
government, even Goldfinger‘s rural community with only four Jewish families was
forcibly uprooted by the Nazis and relocated into ghettos. The bureaucratization of the
Nazi killing machine was unparalleled and reached it heights within the Polish border.
The staggering numbers of both regular Wehrmacht troops and SS forces combined
stationed to administer the compliance of the Polish population indicates the importance
the Nazis placed on exterminating Jews. In April 1940 alone, there were more than
400,000 regular Wehrmacht troops and 70,000 SS forces stationed within the General
Government overseeing the relocation process.45 In 1941, the number of German troops
reached its zenith amassing over 2,000,000 troops stationed within the General
Government.46

Around this time slightly before 1941, the Goldfinger family was being

relocated to the Stary Sacz ghetto.47 Although being relocated in 1940 is still incredibly
early compared to other occupied European countries, Goldfinger was able to delay
relocation by a few months as a result of his geographical positioning. A few extra
months could have been a deciding survival factor in a variety of ways; health, avoidance
of Nazi mistreatment (shootings, beatings, torture, etc), caloric intake, etc… Food in
time of war is always scarce, especially for the Jews during the Holocaust where
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starvation was commonplace. A 1941 distribution of food chart illustrates the
unsustainable allotment of calories within parts of the general government:48
Nationality

Daily Caloric Distribution

Germans

2,310

Foreigners

1,790

Ukrainians

930

Poles

654

Jews

184

These statistics describe only the sector of the General Government used as force laborers
before the process of relocation into the ghettos. Also, while those figures are well below
sustainability, they only describe the allotment of food distributed by the Germans and do
not reflect the actual amount of calories consumed. A more precise caloric figure of food
consumption in the ghettoes comes from Raul Hilberg using a 1941 Warsaw ghetto
survey; ―the survey revealed that council employees were receiving 1,665 calories;
artisans, 1,407; shop workers, 1,225; and the general population, 1,125.‖49 Hilberg‘s
statistics illustrate a more appropriate quantity of calories consumed by Jewish captives,
however, these figures decrease substantially after the Jews were transferred to
extermination camps as a result of the initiation of the ―final solution.‖ Therefore,
Goldfinger benefitted tremendously from fortuitous geographical position in comparison
to his fellow countrymen, delaying the inevitability of entering the ghetto, thus allowing
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his body a few additional months to maintain a stable diet. Sustainability in terms of
caloric intake was an advantageous factor Goldfinger maintained throughout his duration
in the ghetto. This is a vital factor when considering 20 percent of the Jews in Poland
died in the ghettos from shootings, sickness and starvation.50
Once in the ghetto, Goldfinger and his family once again benefited from their
geographical positing. Since, Goldfinger‘s hometown was located at the southern tip of
the General Government; they were transferred to the ghetto of Stary Sacz, an ―open
ghetto.‖ Stary Sacz is roughly 25 kilometers from Wierchomla.51 Geographical
locations affected where prisoners were relocated; a majority of the time prisoners were
relocated to a ghetto in relative close proximity to their residence. An open ghetto is
simply a ghetto with no physical barriers or walls. The Nazis did not permit any Jews
once within the ghettos permission to leave, however, often many Jews were permitted to
leave in order to reach their labor sites. The Proclamation of 1941 aimed at Jewish
extermination made any unauthorized move out of the ghetto a crime punishable by death
extending the same punishment to any gentile who sought to provide assistance to any
Jewish persons.52 Thus, it is quite remarkable that Goldfinger was able to travel to and
from the ghetto to Wiercholma, especially after the Nazis issued this 1941 decree of
collective responsibility; any unauthorized movement outside of the ghetto was a crime
punishable by death and the same punishment applied to Goldfinger‘s fellow residents if
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they were caught by Nazi authorities53. Movement in and out of the ghetto was
uncommon, however, under some circumstances was allowed.
The continual movement to and from the ghetto facilitated Goldfinger‘s ability to
leave the ghetto on Thursdays, return to his home village to buy, trade, barter a variety of
food items and other goods not provided by the Germans. Goldfinger would return to the
ghetto on Sundays and provide for his family. Geographical location was yet again a
determinate in providing Murray the ability to maintain a relatively stable diet in the
ghetto.

Not only did Goldfinger provide for his family, but he would also bring enough

to earn extra capital for his family by selling items within the ghetto. Goldfinger used his
knowledge of the geography to cross the Slovakian border during his excursions to
Wierchomla and acquire a variety of items; ―I would go to Slovakia to get matches,
cigarettes, etc… and sell them in Poland (Poland did not always have these items in
supply) But it was illegal. It was like smuggling, as if you went into Mexico and across
the border.‖54 Goldfinger was able to buy large quantities of matches at a cheap rate in
Slovakia and sell those matches in the ghetto turning a profit. Goldfinger‘s ability to
travel to and from Wierchomla was not the only benefit relocation to the Stary Sacz
ghetto provided the Goldfingers. The Goldfingers were able to obtain a three room
house in the Jewish quarter of Stary Sacz, once again using their geographical blessings
and family connections to their benefits; ―Now when we moved to the part of the city
where Jews were allowed to live she knew someone. (Geeza Hochhouser, Goldfinger‘s
mother, asks) Do you know where we could find a place to live? He had a farm and a
three room house, picture eleven of us. He gave it to us. My mother was crying but had
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no money to pay rent. He says don‘t worry about it, one day you are going to pay me
back.‖55 Consequently, Goldfinger and his family were able to maintain stable diets,
acquire adequate shelter, and stay together for nearly two years primarily as a result of
their geographical position.
Goldfinger‘s ability to return to Wierchomla during those years at Stary Sacz can
directly be attributed to two things; (1) fewer troops were stationed both in his ghetto and
by his hometown and (2) the geographical composition of Wierchomla‘s population was
an aberration within Polish borders. In general, geographically isolated areas were of less
strategic importance to the Germans, therefore, fewer troops were stationed.56 The Stary
Sacz ghetto was an extremely primitive market both economically, and in terms of
number of Jewish residents. In 1939, Stary Sacz Jewish population consisted of only 563
residents.57 Similarly, Goldfinger‘s hometown posed no geographic value since the
Germans didn‘t have anything to fear about neighboring Slovakia. Compared to other
markets, Goldfinger‘s hometown yielded a minute Jewish population of only 19 Jewish
residents, thus the necessity to station troops was absent. In fact, Wierchomla‘s
neighboring villages all failed to yield at least 500 Jewish residents:58
Town/Village Neighboring

Number of Jewish Residents in

Wierchomla

1939

Milik

20

Zegiestow

12

55
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Zlockie

6

Muszyna

423

Piwniczna-Zdroj

226

Mnisek nad Popradom

0

Glebokie

0

In addition to the relative low number of Jewish residents in the region, Goldfinger
wasn‘t physically relocated by Nazi Forces. The Goldfingers only moved to the ghetto
following a visit from the Polish police, who were in charge of performing Nazis orders.
The fact that the Polish police, not Nazi forces, performed the relocation emphasizes the
low level importance placed on the Goldfinger‘s geographic region. Thus, living in a
rural, remote area played a pivotal role in his ability to travel to and from the ghetto with
a relative comfort.
In addition to the low number of Jewish residents, Wierchomla‘s rural location
dramatically impacted its composition. Goldfinger describes his town as only consisting
of ―around 400 families.‖59 In 1939 Wierchomla had 117 people per square kilometer.60
In comparison, Cracow had 4, 528 people per square kilometer and Nowosgdaki powiat
(Nowy Sad County) which included Wierchomla had 1,572 people per square kilometer
on average.61 These statistics illustrate the extreme remoteness of Wierchomla compared
to the city of Cracow and explain how gentile members of Goldfinger‘s town remained
relatively unaffected by Nazi occupation. Goldfinger‘s town primarily interacted with
members of their immediate community with few exceptions. On occasion while
59
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growing up, Goldfinger would accompany his father to larger markets to sell their meat
products in Nowy Sacz and Stary Sacz. This along with the occasional excursion across
the Slovakian border were the only outside influences the Goldfingers received.
Assuming Goldfinger‘s experience represents the norm, the majority of the residents in
Wierchomla did not have a lot of interaction outside of Wierchomla. One exception may
be Catholic families. Goldfinger mentions some of the Catholic families went to mass in
neighboring towns, since Wierchomla was comprised of nearly 90 percent Russian
orthodox families.62 As a result of the isolated nature, many of the members of the
populace from Wierchomla were not exposed to Nazi propaganda. The Nazis were
efficient in promoting propaganda against Jews, as well as enlisting cooperation of Polish
peasantry to act against their Jewish countrymen. The Nazis distributed pamphlets,
distributed newspapers, magazines, posters and even radio broadcasts. Besides using
propaganda to entice the Polish public to assist the Germans, the Nazi‘s would offer
special rewards to anyone who would denounce a Jewish fugitive. The rewards varied in
nature but included rye, sugar, vodka, cigarettes, clothing, and various other goods.63
However, through lack of exposure the Wiercholma populace did not come into contact
with the Nazi propaganda machine. Murray depicts Wiercholma as not even having
access to a newspaper or radio, ―No, No. We had no radio, no television, no newspaper,
no electricity. So people would be talking, you know.‖64 Therefore, Nazi propaganda
efforts to entice Wierchomla‘s population to turn over Goldfinger to the authorities failed.
Lack of exposure to Nazi propaganda shielded the citizens of Wiercholma greatly,
especially Goldfinger. However, Wierchomla‘s remoteness also created a strong bond
62
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between Goldfinger and his community. The Goldfingers had been in Wiercholma for
hundreds and hundreds of years. Goldfinger‘s mother grew up in the town, went to
school in the town and fostered strong relationships which couldn‘t be broken by Nazi
ideology:

Well its funny, cause one of my ancestors has lived in that town for
at least over 300 years, or you know, generation[s] . My mother
was very well liked, her grandfather owned a store. The poor
persons had no money and he says I got to have flour, and sugar
and he (grandfather) would give it to them and when they had the
money they would bring it back. They were both (mother and
grandfather) very well liked and respected by non-Jews.65

The Goldfingers owned one of two stores in the entire town and were well respected for
their charitable nature toward gentile Polish residents unable to afford groceries.
Therefore, Goldfinger‘s illegal movement outside of the ghetto was never questioned by
Wierchomla residents because to Wierchomla citizens, the Goldfingers were viewed as
simply part of the community. Helping Goldfinger was not helping or aiding a Jew, it
was the virtuous, neighborly thing to do. The strong community bonds overcome the
oppressive Nazi policies of collective responsibility. In many cases, Jews in hiding or
Jews outside of their restricted area were reported to the Nazis by their fellow neighbors.
Goldfinger‘s narrative highlights the exact opposite. Goldfinger‘s neighbors viewed
Goldfinger as one of them, vowing to help Goldfinger anyway they could even with the
fear of punishment. Further emphasizing the point, Goldfinger mentions the
ramifications if anyone in the town decided to go to the Polish police or Nazi authorities.
Knowledge of these ramifications illustrates Nazi policies were known even in rural
Wierchomla, ―Now when we were shipped away, if someone were to squeal, I would
65
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have been shot on the spot. But the people in my hometown, I walked as free as if you
would have walked in your hometown. Everyone liked my mother and they liked my
family. We were very well liked.‖66Even if those were the consequences, the people of
Wierchomla were willing to risk death to aid well respected member of their close knit
community. Goldfinger describes the community as being ―really close‖ and a
community where ―everyone knows everyone.‖ Goldfinger‘s description of town events
such as weddings further emphasize the closeness of the community; ―There were no
invitations. The wedding would last two or three days, there would be drinking food,
etc.‖67The small town rural community valued individual family‘s contributions to the
community at large, and would not dare turn their back on the Goldfingers.
At first glance, examination of Goldfinger‘s geographic location before the Nazi
occupation in 1939 appears to be a deterrent against survival not an advantageous factor
for survival. Wierchomla, Poland was located within the General Government, was
occupied by the Nazis in 1939, and was located within the Polish borders, thus making its
inhabitants vile, subhuman creatures worthy of destruction on the Nazis racial scale.
Nevertheless, Wierchomla‘s remoteness created a community relatively unaffected by
Nazi propaganda. Wierchomla‘s simplicity and community values overshadowed all
other events in their populace‘s lives. Therefore, it was only logical that the community
at large volunteered to help Goldfinger instead of turn him in. Goldfinger‘s ability to
provide for his family in the ghetto can once again be attributed to geographic location.
If Goldfinger was located in another part of Poland, his relocation quite possibly could
have been to many of the closed ghettos, inhibiting him from being able to return to his
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hometown. In addition, if Goldfinger would have been relocated to another ghetto, then
the chances of the Goldfingers being able to live in their own house were significantly
lower. The Goldfingers only received the house as a result of family connections,
however, if they were sent to a farther location those family connections would not have
been available. Also, Goldfinger‘s intimate knowledge of the geography was only
because he had traveled to Stary Sacz as a boy with his father and was familiar with
alternative routes. If Goldfinger would have taken normal routes, the likelihood of being
exposed would have been great, but Goldfinger was able to use shortcuts through
mountainous countryside to travel virtually undetected.

Another advantageous factor

for survival was the lack of Nazi forces located in Goldfinger‘s immediate region
surrounding his ghetto and Wierchomla. The virtual lack of economic activity and
insignificant quantities of Jewish inhabitants made the surrounding region of little
strategic importance to the Nazis, creating no reasons to assign high troop levels at those
posts. Yet another advantage as a result of geography was the ability to maintain a stable
diet, and the opportunity to prolong the inevitable relocation into the ghetto. Although it
was only a couple months, the longer Goldfinger was able to stay out to the Nazis grasp,
the better chance he had to survive.

Goldfinger‘s geographic location was located

within the heart of the Nazis‘ destruction, but yielded many favorable characteristics of
survival.
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Section 2: Anti-Semitism and Rescue Availability
Surviving the Holocaust was a tremendous undertaking that cannot be described
by those who were not there. No amount of scholarly work can begin to explain in
definite terms why certain individuals survived. However, through researching
Goldfinger‘s case in particular from many different focuses, a variety of favorable
circumstances and factors have begun to offer some explanations. One of those survivor
tendencies from Goldfinger‘s case was a lack of Anti-Semitic activity in his hometown.
The previous chapter illustrated a correlation between Goldfinger‘s location before the
war and his survival.

One of the main components of Goldfinger‘s favorable

geographic position was the composition of his village. One way Wierchomla differed
from the majority of other Polish locations was in the amount of Anti-Semitism. AntiSemitism was present in Wierchomla, but was more of an abstraction than a deliberate
hatred and persecution of the Jewish people. Furthermore, a lot of emphasis has been
placed on Goldfinger‘s ability to maintain a stable diet during his time spent in the ghetto.
Low-level anti-Semitism was a huge reason Goldfinger was able to return to Wierchomla
with relatively no fear. Analysis of Wierchomla‘s characteristics will demonstrate why a
low level of Anti-Semitism existed. Also, analysis of Goldfinger‘s family friend who
provided the house in the ghetto will demonstrate Wierchomla‘s favorable characteristics
for rescue. Although Goldfinger wasn‘t definitively rescued by a non-Jewish citizen, for
the purposes of this study, his two year time spent in the Stary Sacz ghetto will be
considered a rescuing act. This chapter aims to analyze two inter related forces: (1) the
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level of anti-Semitism which Goldfinger encountered and the favorable characteristics
which were responsible for the anti-Semitic activity to be nearly non-existent, and (2) the
rescue availability as a result of the relative low level of anti-Semitic activity.
In order to analyze Goldfinger‘s low-level of anti-Semitic activity experienced, a
brief historical overview of anti-Semitism in Poland is necessary. Jews had established a
presence at Poland for hundreds of years. The first Jews played important roles as
merchants, middlemen and estate agents for noble Polish landowners. In fact, the first
Jews in Poland were merchants who passed through the Khazar kingdom in the 10th
century.68 Over the next two centuries, Jews experienced a relative welcoming nature in
Poland. In 1264 Prince Boleslaw the Pisous of Kalisz issued a patent of broad immunity
for Jews which encouraged settlement in Poland.69 In 1334 King Casimir the great
extended these privileges throughout the kingdom and laid the foundations for the
establishment of further development of the Jewish community.70 These privileges were
not extended in other places in Europe, thus, the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries saw a large
increase in Poland‘s Jewish population as a result of many Jews that fled other parts of
Europe. The 15th and 16th centuries are distinguished in Poland and all of Eastern Europe
as the second serfdom, and many peasants forcibly had an intimate connection with the
land. The second serfdom was a period in Europe where the peasants were subjugated to
the will of the landlord economically, personally, and judicially.71 In every aspect of
their lives, the peasants were under the scrutiny of the landlord and the tax collector.
During the 15th and 16th centuries, a growing resentment of Jews began to develop since
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many Jews worked with the landowners as tax and rent collectors.72 These hard times
for the peasants were often characterized by scarce financial resources. As Jews
collected rent from the peasants, they became synonymous with the negative
connotations of financial agony. Also, the 15th and 16th centuries can be characterized by
the Counter-Reformation, where the Catholic Church sought to assert more authority over
Polish gentry.73 As the Catholic Church asserted more power over the ruling elite, many
Jews were blatantly discriminated against especially because religious rather than ethnic
distinctions were used to establish one‘s legal status.74 The 16th century was marked by
strong Jesuit influences and a strong sprit of intolerance towards non-Catholics as a result
of the reign of Zygmunt III Wasa.75 The 17th and 18th centuries were marked by
instability in the ruling elite, and the first Cossack Rebellion resulted in a massacre of
nearly thousands of Jews.76 As the power of the nobility declined, the Jews were labeled
as parasitical as their professions did not elevate Polish productivity.

The Great Sejm

sought to create legislation to grant Jews equal protection under the law, but was
disrupted by intervention of the Russia Empire.77 The 19th century saw the rise of
Pogroms, most notably the Warsaw Christmas Pogrom. The Warsaw Christmas Pogrom
was when Polish-Christians attacked Jewish homes and businesses following a scuffle in
a church during mass.78 The attacks lasted three full days.

Lodz Pogrom strikes, which

began in the industrial city of Lodz, overflowed into neighboring regions. The Lodz
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Pogrom demonstrated the idea of Jewish exploitation was at the root of Polish economic
misery.79 The increasing number of pogroms illustrates the emergent level of antiSemitism over the centuries as relations between Jews and gentiles in the region began to
become contested at every facet of social interaction. Simultaneously as the number of
pogroms increased in Poland, so did the level of open criticism of Jews. Jan Jalenski
established the first overtly anti-Semitic journal in Poland called Rola.80 In addition to
media outlets propagating anti-Semitic notions, the 1882 ―May Laws‖ put forth a number
of temporary legislative restrictions against Jews; (1) laws prohibited Jews from
establishing new settlements in rural areas,, (2) forbade Jews to purchase or lease land
outside of certain towns, and (3) no longer allowed Jews to do business on Sundays and
other major Christian Holidays.81 The ―May Laws‖ were precursors to many of the laws
the Nazis implemented throughout their occupation of Poland.

The growth of anti-

Semitism in Poland reached its zenith during the inter-war years and continued during the
Nazi occupation.
Poland‘s economic, social, and geopolitical boundaries were shifting and the
newly independent government had to assume the task of dealing with rapid changes. As
Poland was awarded its independence in 1918, there were a wide range of factors that
created a largely anti-Semitic atmosphere. Arguably the most obvious factor was Jewish
assimilation. In 1918, approximately one-third of the Polish inhabitants were not
considered ethnically Polish (14.3% were Ukrainian, 3.9 % German, 10.5 % Jewish).82
Out of the pre-war Jewish-Polish population of 3.5 million, around 3 million Jews were
79
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unassimilated.83 Polish Jewry looked distinctively different, dressed different and
behaved different than other Polish citizens. Many Jews wore different clothes because
of religious requirements, further accentuating the visible differences. Goldfinger‘s own
testimony illustrates the perceived differences, ―Don‘t forget, Jews came from the Middle
East and if you look at Middle Eastern people even today, they are different than you
would think, from Egypt and Yemen, they have a darker complexion. The Jews had a
darker complexion. Poles would be blonde, light-haired.‖84 Furthermore, many Jews
congregated into towns or shtetels. The inhabitants of shtetels wore traditional Jewish
orthodox garb such as bekishe - a long black silk coat, kippah - a skull cap, and various
other items that distinguished Jews from the rest of the Polish gentry. The inhabitants of
shtetels were isolated from the rest of the Polish population and had limited interactions
with the Polish gentile population. In addition to Jews appearing different, they acted
innately different and associated only with other Jews. For example, 75 percent of Polish
Jews lived in urban settings in comparison to only 25 percent of their Polish
countrymen.85 Only four percent of Polish Jewry was engaged in agricultural pursuits,
while 79 percent were employed in manufacturing and commerce.86 By contrast, 60
percent of Poles lived off agriculture and only 25 percent were employed in
manufacturing and commerce. Many pre-war Jewish children attended special schools,
separating themselves from the Polish community. In the 1931 census, 79 percent of
Jews put Yiddish down as their native tongue, whereas only 12 percent of Jews put Polish
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as their native tongue.87 In addition to separating themselves from the Polish community
at large, many Jews only chose to do business with other Jews. One Polish Jew remarked
that economically Jews had an advantage in some locations as a result of their isolation,
―We had tradition on our side. In the big cities Jews tended to have significant trading
advantages for the simple reason they had been at it longer.‖88
Goldfinger‘s particular situation seems to turn all of these tendencies upside down.
Goldfinger‘s family earned a living through farming, something very few Jews were
permitted to do. Goldfinger was assimilated into his hometown. He did not wear any
specific religious clothing, nor did he wear lavish clothes. Goldfinger‘s dress could be
considered traditional peasantry clothing, ―I wore normal clothes…T-shirt and Jeans, no
different than what we wear today.‖89 In addition to not wearing traditional clothing,
Goldfinger spoke fluent Polish and Yiddish. When asked which one he learned first he
answered with ambivalence, ―I don‘t know, I guess both. Both, at the same time. The
rest of the town spoke Polish, so I spoke Polish.‖90 Goldfinger‘s answer illustrates his
high level of assimilation and acceptance into Wierchomla‘s culture. Goldfinger did not
consider his Jewish heritage distinct from his relationship with his community. He
attended public school, where he routinely interacted with many of the boys in
community.

Thus, Goldfinger‘s high level assimilation is one reason he was able to be

completely accepted by his community members and explains why he was able to return
while he was captive in the ghetto. Goldfinger‘s high level of assimilation explains
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Wierchomla‘s relatively low anti-Semitic activity towards him and his family because of
the lack of distinguishable differences; they were considered part of their community.
Assimilation was an important issue surrounding Poland during the inter-war
years. Assimilation was important because it was a necessary component of the emergent
wave of nationalism which swept across the world during the 20th century. One of the
distinct principles of the neo-Romantic view of nationalism was the notion of selfdetermination. Self-determination was at the core value of President Woodrow Wilson‘s
Fourteen Points. In fact, Point Thirteen explicitly gave Poland its independence, ―An
independent Polish state should be erected which should include the territories inhabited
by indisputably Polish populations, which should be assured a free and secure access to
the sea, and whose political and economic independence and territorial integrity should
be guaranteed by international covenant.‖91 Yet the phrase ―indisputably Polish
populations,‖ cannot be concretely defined. Self-determination is defined as the right of
a people to decide upon its own political status or form of government, without outside
influence. However, there are legitimacy issues over which groups of people were
cohesively constructed enough to be given the opportunity to rule their own polity.
During this era of nationhood this meant nations would be homogeneous national
societies. However, in Poland, there were large minority factions (14.3% were
Ukrainian, 3.9 % German, 10.5 % Jewish), the Jews being the most prominent. Polish
Jews, with the majority not being assimilated into Polish culture were challenging the
legitimacy of national sovereignty. Since, nationhood meant homogeneous national
populations, Catholicism and Polish nationalism were synonymous. Being an
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unassimilated Polish Jew was going against what it was to be Polish. Long term Polish
stability rested on how well these disparate ethnic groups would be able to coexist in
harmony, bringing to the forefront the crucial theme of national identity.92
Poland‘s theme of national identity wasn‘t clearly defined or secure. Poland was
a country whose borders were constantly being breached by foreign aggressors. As a
result of past foreign interventions (Russians, the Turks, Prussian-Austrian, etc…), the
young Polish state was in a constant condition of insecurity. Also, with such a large
minority of the population not ethnically Polish, assimilation was necessary to prove
allegiance to the Polish nationalistic ideals. Adding to the insecurity of the Polish state,
between 1918 and 1926 there were no fewer than 14 different government regimes.93 The
Polish national identity was searching for a rallying cry, searching for a definitive set of
ideals in which to gain popular support. Thus, the Catholic Church sought to declare its
power in maintaining the Polish nationalistic sentiment. One way the Catholic Church
and Poland‘s national insecurities manifested itself was by alienating non-Catholics, who
refused to become distinctively Polish. Playing on insecurities, many Polish citizens
viewed Jews as agents of Russification.94 250,000 Litwaks migrated to Poland in 191495.
Litwaks were Jewish refugees of Lithuanian-Belorusisan decent, who came from many
provinces of the Russian Empire.96 Litwaks dressed distinctively different, and displayed
affinity with Russian cultural norms.97 Before independence, Jews were sought to be
overly zealous in collaborating with the Russian enemies, seeking to fulfill their ―own‖
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agendas contradicting Polish national sentiments. These ―Tsarist agents,‖ were viewed in
the worst imaginable light and clumped all Jews together regardless of national heritage.
The Litwaks severely damaged the Jewish reputation as being loyal to Polish national
ideals, thus creating a more conducive atmosphere for anti-Semitic activities to follow.
Yet again Goldfinger‘s story and Wierchomla challenged dominating Polish-Jewish
relations. Assimilation played a pivotal factor in Goldfinger‘s acceptance, as well as, his
family background which included martial service as strong evidence of their
commitment to Poland. Martial commitment is often synonymous with nationalistic
pride and citizenship.
Goldfinger‘s testimony exemplifies martial nationalism when asked to define his
sense of Polish nationalism; ―Picture yourself here in America, my grandfather was in the
army, my father was in the First World War. My brothers would have to go join the army
if they were drafted at the age of 20. I was Polish. ‖98 Goldfinger‘s family military
experience would further elevate an assimilated Jew‘s perception in the community.
Goldfinger mentions the bond his father held with a decorated Polish officer who lived
nearby. Military experience provided evidence of commitment to Polish nationalism. In
addition to military experience, the majority of Goldfinger‘s town was Russian Orthodox.
Therefore, the majority of Wierchomla‘s population would not hold Jews in a negative
light for collaborating with Russia. On the contrary, Wierchomla‘s population would not
hold that particular stereotype and many of the same insecurities which mobilized much
of the Polish peasantry to form anti-Jewish hatred would simply not apply. In fact, ―(in)
1944 when the Russians came in, they took most of those people (Wierchomla‘s
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population) into Russia.‖99 As the Russian offensive began to spread into Poland, the
Russian authority viewed many of Goldfinger‘s neighbors as being of Russian decent and
opted to transport them to Russia for safety reasons. The fear of Russian intervention
into Poland was absent in Wierchomla, coupled with the Goldfinger family commitment
to Polish military entrenched his security in the community during years of Nazi
invasions, further explaining his ability to return home.
The majority of Polish insecurities were exacerbated by Jewish political
motivations to establish Jewish advances in order to secure their future stake in Polish
affairs during World War I and throughout the inter-war period. Jewish political
calculations for group security innately put all Polish Jewry into the same category, while
seeking to promote Jewish interests. However, just as Jewish political motivations placed
all Polish Jews in the same category, the same was true for Poles who viewed the aims of
a particular Jewish political group to be the aims of all Jews in Poland. This created an
atmosphere which accentuated the already vast number of differences between the
groups, manifesting into overt political anti-Semitism, especially following the death of
Josef Pilsudski. The first example of Jewish political activities that many Poles viewed
as counter to nationalistic aspirations were spearheaded by Zionist organizations. A
Committee for the East was created by German and Austrian Zionists during World War
I, with support of Polish political Zionists, advocating that the Central Powers make
numerous concessions to Jews seeking reorganization of Central Europe without a Polish
state. Instead, the committee proposed that Germany would control Poland, and both
Poles and Jews would be treated as different ethnic groups.100 Germany rejected the idea
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refusing to recognize Jews as their own political entity; however, the Polish nationalistic
backlash against the Jews heightened already splintered tensions between the former and
the Poles. Another example of Jewish political interest running counter to Poland‘s
national interest was the Jewish lobby at the Peace Conference in Paris January 1919.
Many Jewish Zionists, including Britain‘s Lewis Namier (1888 –1960), advocated for the
Jews in Poland to be recognized under Wilson‘s self-determination clause as their own
separate ―national minority enjoying extensive autonomy.‖101 In addition to lobbying for
their own sovereign rule, many of the claims for such a privilege were made on the
notion that Poles were strongly, naturally anti-Semitic. However, Jewish pressure
politics did not succeed in establishing their own government, but they did force the
inclusion of the Minorities Treaty in the Polish Constitution, providing fundamental
safeguards for all ethnic minorities.102 The Jewish Minorities Treaty, further embittered
Polish-Jewish relations. As a whole, Jewish political aims suffered from their lack of a
homogeneous minority (split into orthodox, socialist, Zionists, religious and secular,
conservative, radical, rich and poor, bourgeois and proletarian, and many other substrata).103 Jews were split in many different political factions, and disagreed on how to
obtain increased liberties, and how to express their Polish nationalism.
Polish-Jewish economic relations also played a pivotal role in determining the
level of anti-Semitic behavior in specific locations. A great deal of attention has been
given to the study of economic relations between Jews and Poles over the centuries.
Polish-Jewish economic relations do not fully explain anti-Semitic activity; however,
they do begin to explain how economic competition further divided both of these
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communities to opposite extremes of political activism. Before discussing the latter the
focus will be on the former which illustrates how everyday economic activities strained
Polish-Jewish relations. One major event in these relations was the emancipation of the
peasantry in 1863. The peasantry was emancipated by the Russian partition shortly after
the 1863 insurrection (a failed rebellion attempt by Polish nationalists to obtain
independence from Russian rule) and earlier in some places controlled by the Austrian
occupied areas.104 After the failed insurrection, notions of an independent Poland were
abated and the Polish people needed a positive ideal to ease their pain. Therefore, the
peasantry was mobilized to perform ―organic work.‖ Organic work was shaped by the
positivist school of thought and emphasized the virtues of developing a strong economy,
education, language and culture through determination and hard work within the
partitionist political order.105 Organic work was a national movement in which the
citizens focused their energy towards strengthening Poland, instead of wasting their
energies in national uprisings against the partition government.

Organic work was

understood as a rewarding effective means of preserving Polish identity even if this
meant accepting foreign oppression. Organic work was the incubator of the nationalist
movement and helped to create the concept of what it was to be Poland. The
emancipated peasantry inspired to perform organic work, thus leading to a new sense of
national and class consciousness, providing a mass base for the resurgent nationalist.106
However, this proved to be problematic for the Jews in two ways. First, the entire
essence of the Polish identity hinged on performing organic work which would preserve
Polish culture. However, professional jobs which the Jews held in disproportionate
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numbers, delineated their contributions to the national identity movement. Since the
Jews were more visibly active in commerce and trade during an industrial era, many
poles began to view the Jews as ―swindlers.‖ As mentioned earlier, Jews were seen as
being too overly cooperative with the Russians as a result of business transactions
between Jewish businessmen and Russian Jews. Further emphasizing Jewish
cooperation during Russian rule, in cities such as Lwow, Bialystok, and Lyck, 75 percent
of all top administrative posts were in Jewish hands during Soviet occupation.107 For
many Poles, Jews were associated with money lending from centuries of past
experiences, and profiteering at the expense of Polish pride was seen as the ultimate
treason. Secondly, the nobility and gentry (which the Jews had long shared alliances
with) suffered great economic losses as a result of the insurrection. Many of their estates
had been confiscated and much of the nobility had been exiled and deported.108 The
nobility‘s political, economic and social roles had been greatly depreciated as a result of
the partition, leading the way for the emergence of the middle-class intelligentsia to fill
void the political power vacuum.109 The new emerging intelligentsia was patently antiSemitic as a result of the economic influence the Jews exhibited.110 Racist intelligentsia
would point to the fact that Jewish citizens were only 9.8 percent of the population yet
comprised of 21.5% of the professional class, as a fundamental element of their
radicalized position.111 The nobility welcomed Jewish settlement and shared similar
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political aspirations. As a result of their diminished role, tolerate political relations
towards Jews began to deteriorate.
Economic transformations during the interwar years brought Poles and Jews
closer together. Closer relationships allowed more opportunity for disagreement and
strife, most notably in the economic sector. As industrialization swept across European
soil, Jews and Poles alike were coerced out of their traditional occupations.112 Forced out
of their traditional occupations, both groups sought very similar employment
opportunities. Thus, for the first time many Jews and Christians were in direct
competition with one another creating more economic incentive for Jews and Christians
to dislike one another. In 1790‘s, Jews dominated the tradesmen, innkeepers and artisan
trades rarely competing with Polish landowners or peasantry.113 However, as a result of
industrialization many new jobs were created which neither the Polish, peasants nor the
Jews held a strong foothold. The result was intense competition for factory, management
and industrial trade occupations. No economy, let alone a developing economy such as
Poland could satisfy large influx of migrant workers flocking to the cities seeking
employment.

Newly economic competition was compounded by various problematic

economic situations in Poland during years of instability. Poland was inhibited for years
under partitionist policies, devastated by war and post war-inflations, had no basic
infrastructure and a chronic shortage of capital.114 In addition to many of the initial
problems the Polish economy faced, the world wide great depression in 1930 also stunted
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Polish economic growth.115 Finally, the Polish economy was further strained by the
enormous task of mobilizing for war against the German war machine. Historian Andrzej
Suchcitz reiterates Polish expenditures as a result of war preparation, ―In 1939 Poland
was halfway through a six-year military expansion plan aimed at modernizing and
strengthening the armed forces. The strain on the state budget was enormous, especially
when one takes into consideration that, in percentage terms, Polish military spending was
second only to that of the USSR.‖116 Military expenditures, industrialization and the
world wide depression exacerbated Poland‘s economy. Neville Laski, President of the
board of deputies of British Jews described the level of poverty, which was consistent
throughout many Polish cities, but in this particular instance described the Jewish quarter
in Warsaw; ―I have never seen such poverty, squalor and filth. It made me despair
civilization. I have read much of Poland. I have heard much of Poland. But nothing that
I have seen or heard in any degree pictures what I saw with my own eyes.‖117 Jewish
poverty was as prevalent as Polish poverty, however, Anti-Semitism deceived many
Polish citizens into believing Jews were thriving. Thus, economic relations left Jews
completely vulnerable from attacks as Christian Poles sought the importance of every
individual job opportunity. However, Goldfinger‘s case once again fails to share a
positive affinity with Poland‘s economic situation as a whole. Goldfinger‘s family
occupation was farming. His father ―had a little farm and worked on the side as a butcher
to make more money.‖118 In addition, his father would travel to Stary Sacz, most of the
time by walking, to the market to sell his butchered meat. Goldfinger‘s father did not
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restrict the sale of meat to only Jewish merchants, selling to both Poles and Jews alike.
His father was able to capitalize by selling to all merchants, as well as, was able to sell all
of the parts of the cow which kosher meat markets would not want. As a result of the
Goldfinger‘s lifestyle, there was no economic competition between his family and the
families of Wierchomla. Wierchomla residents had no reason to view the Goldfingers in
a negative light as a result of economic competition. They were not physically
competing for the same job in a factory, nor were the Goldfingers living a lavish lifestyle
which would be envied. Also, the fact that the Goldfingers sold meat at markets such as
Stary Sacz and Nowy Sacz, alleviated the Goldfingers from any type of confrontation
between gentile merchants. Also, since Goldfinger‘s uncle inherited the local general
store, much goodwill accumulated between him and the community over decades.
Goldfinger‘s grandfather‘s charitable actions allowing patrons to take goods on store
credit when they could not afford various groceries. The notion of Jewish ―swindlers‖ or
―money hoarders‖ did not exist in Wierchomla. Economic competition and interactions
were not a factor for anti-Semitic actions in Wierchomla since they ceased to exist.
For the rest of Poland, economic tensions, which previously had not existed, were
exploited in the political realm by eager politicians willing to capitalize on the resurgent
national political bass, fostering anti-Semitic rhetoric. Political movements harbored
anti-Semitic notions, preying on these notions to gain popular support and extended these
anti-Semitic notions to elevate personal political platforms, especially at a local level. In
the Nowy Sacz (location in close proximity to Goldfinger) political arena, political
motives were obscure, yet highlighted anti-Jewish arguments. In fact, anti-Semitism as a
whole can be characterized as an economic and political situation that consumed a lot of
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energy developing a religiously motivated class struggle instead of working for a
common goal.119 This originated out of need to establish clear-cut differences between
candidates. If the candidates in local areas provided similar political platforms, one
candidate would follow an example set forth from the national political realm and rouse
anti-Semitic views which were escalating before the Nazi occupation following the death
of Josef Pilsudski (1867 –1935), the Polish leader from 1926-1935. In particular,
Historian Fran Golczewski provides an adequate description of the components of rural
political activity by labeling three distinct groups of anti-Semites and their political
affiliations; (1) violent activist, (2) propagators, (3) politicians.120 A violent activist was
a man who failed to think independently, driven by desire to act against people
considered his foes and was heavily influenced by propaganda. A propagator typically
served alongside the peasants can be labeled as middle class intelligentsia (teachers,
journalists, professionals). Finally, Golczewski argues that the politicians were the most
important because they didn‘t even have to believe in the rationale they professed; they
could just use it to facilitate their personal political aims, ―the lack of ideological
differences made it necessary to instrumentalize the Jewish question even when the
Political adversary was not a Jew at all.‖121
Anti-Semitism on a national level varied, and flourished following the death of
Josef Pilsudski. The death of Pilsudski, lead to an internal political battle which
capitalized on the growing anti-Semitic wave across Europe. Politicians developed,
escalated, and implemented anti-Semitic ideas and policies during the final years before
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the German occupation. Following Pilsudski‘s death, two political camps were created,
the Sanacja, Pilsudski‘s followers, and the Endecja or National Democrats led by Roman
Dmowski (1864-1939).122 Dmowski‘s platform for sometime had been harboring antiSemitic beliefs and used nationalistic insecurities of foreign invasions as a basis to foster
support. The Sanacja, who had been overly opposed to such claims under Pilsudski,
eventually sought to absorb the important disputed ideological points to stabilize support
of the Polish population, who was increasingly becoming more anti-Semitic.123
Consequently, the Sanacja‘s newly nationalistic platform sought to exclude Jews while
openly favoring Catholic Poles. Sanacja‘s adoption of anti-Semitic polices were
escalated much further than anticipated into full fledged repressive policies, in order to
quiet the claims of right winged groups to ―please recalcitrant objects of their
affections.‖124 Historian William Hagen describes the degree of anti-Semitism in Poland
in 1939; ―slogans and pronouncements of right-wing radicals, the Catholic church, and
the post-Pilsudski regime had become by 1939 almost interchangeable.‖125 Hagen
continues by comparing pre-War Poland to that of Germany. Hagen‘s comparison is not
the concern of this scholarship, however, his comparison does provide an adequate
summary Anti-Semitic activity in Poland connecting the economic, political, and social
spheres;
Political anti-Semitism voiced the subjectively conceived interest
of modernizing Christian middle-class elements striving for
advancement in the emergent-industrial-capitalist order at the
expense of a Jewish population whose social and political
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integration into the developing national state was, for various
reasons, increasingly vulnerable to attack.126
Hagen‘s assertion adequately describes anti-Semitism in Poland, first by assessing the
economic motivations, second by establishing the idea of Jewish separateness and
political aspirations, and finally by highlighting the vulnerability of attack.
Understanding the role of anti-Semitism influence (or lack thereof) largely explains
Goldfinger‘s ability to lead a partially normal life in the ghetto.
Wierchomla did not posses any of the Golczewski‘s three types of antiSemites. The violent activist did not exist as result of the lack exposure to
propaganda. Furthermore, the people of Wierchomla did not view the
Goldfingers as foes and didn‘t have a cause to assemble behind. The propagator
wasn‘t present in Wierchomla because middle class intelligentsia simply wasn‘t
present. Politicians did not facilitate anti-Semitic notions because Wierchomla
was not a politically active town. Goldfinger describes the level of political
activity in his hometown as ―non-existent, with no memory of any type of
political activity.‖127 However Wierchomla was not completely absent of antiSemitic notions. There were three instances which Goldfinger vividly remembers
being a victim of verbal anti-Semitism;
I used to go to the river, where ever there was water to wash my
hands [mentions it was for religious reasons], and the guys were
making fun of me… Now the rumor was, many kids used to make
fun of me because I have Christian blood or I would be blind. I
used to go home crying saying is this true, mommy? Although she
said no, there was still a little doubt…My neighbor had two
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cousins; they used to fight my brother. They used to say, ‗Hey Jew
go to Palestine.‘128
In the first instance Goldfinger‘s classmates made fun of him for washing his hands. This
ubiquitous situation can be attributed to adolescents teasing the outliner in the group.
Goldfinger‘s second instance is the most disturbing of all and speaks to the far-reaching
effects of anti-Semitic beliefs. The rumor which Goldfinger was teased about was
prevalent throughout all of Poland and was used as justification to commit atrocious
pogroms against Jews. Many pogroms were started as a result of abandoned babies
being placed on Jews steps in order to perpetuate the rumor that Jews feasted off
Christian blood. The very fact that this rumor could reach tiny Wierchomla, illustrates
the epidemic of anti-Semitism. Finally, the last situation is the most telling about
Wierchomla‘s overall lack of anti-Semitic influences. Goldfinger describes the fighting
as, ―boys just being boys.‖ Goldfinger described his brother as being bigger, and
stronger than the other boys in the town. He said he got in fights with Jews as well
simply because of his size. However, his neighbor‘s cousins used the phrase ―Jew go to
Palestine.‖ These phrases seem to coincide with anti-Semitic views. Yet, the same two
cousins who uttered those vile remarks were the ones who assisted Goldfinger the most
during his Holocaust experience;
Now when we were shipped away, if someone were to squeal, I
would have been shot on the spot. Those two guys were risking
their lives, they never got a penny paid, I used to sleep in their
house, I used to eat with them. Those two boys even used to go to
the market for me. That shows you how good the people were to
me.129
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Astonishing as Goldfinger‘s testimony may be, it reveals how anti-Semitism in
Wierchomla was merely an abstraction. His simple description adequately describes why
the cousins had such a dramatic change of heart; ―The boys felt sorry for us.‖ AntiSemitic remarks carried no weight, meant nothing of substance and yielded little
evidence of Jewish-Polish relations in Wierchomla. Anti-Semitism in Wierchomla
wasn‘t prevalent because all of the fallacies which guided anti-Semitic notions
ubiquitously in Poland were all dispelled with the Goldfingers. The Goldfingers were
entrenched in Polish culture, were farmers, and went to public school. The Goldfinger‘s
also spoke perfect Polish, were extremely nationalistic (having multiple family members
serve in the army) and did not compete economically with the rest of the community.
Political activity was sparse in Wierchomla, and anti-Semitism was present but at such a
low level that the entire town was willing to risk their lives during Nazi occupation for
Jews.
Wierchomla’s Rescue Availability
Rescue can be defined as the act of hiding or providing refuge for a Jew, or
smuggling them safely out of the country. In other words, rescues can be defined as
keeping them out of the hands of the Nazis. Anti-Semitic activity directly impacted the
availability of rescue within a country.

Thus, Poland‘s strongly anti-Semitic history

would seem to negatively affect the probability of rescue. However, the inverse was true.
While Poland didn‘t have an overwhelming number of rescues, Poland‘s documented
rescues were in far greater numbers than other countries. Furthermore, Polish antiSemitic actions have been misconstrued. Yisrael Butman and Shmuel Krakowski suggest
that an overwhelming majority of Poles assisted the Nazi‘s in persecuting Jews. A lot of
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their argument hinges on Shamaltsovniks or Polish blackmailers, who were widespread
throughout Poland.130 Furthermore, the authors put forth the notion that peasant raids
were prevalent, as well as forest campaigns, where large groups of peasants would
actively seek Jewish fugitives, were commonplace.131

Both authors also turn to the

initial days after the war concluded as indicators of Polish persecution, as murders were
still occurring even as Germans troops withdrew.132 To sum up Butman and Krakoski‘s
argument, it consisted of an unequal balance between rescue and persecution within
Poland; ―In summation, documents reviewed in our study point to a negative balance, in
which instances of help to the Jews are outnumbered by instances of crime against Jews.‖
Richard C. Lukas disputes these claims primarily by providing sufficient evidence
suggesting the Poles actually shared a similar plight as Jews, hence, their ability to rescue
Jews was limited. Citing the fact that the first inmates in Auschwitz were Poles, and that
in the six year occupation 6,028,000 Polish citizens perished (around three million of
them Jews, approximately 50%), Lukas demonstrates the horrible conditions all Polish
people faced. Nevertheless, rescues did occur and Goldfinger‘s situation accentuates
many of the positive characteristics for rescue.
Wierchomla did not register any official rescuers; however, for the purposes of
this analysis, both Wierchomla as a community and Goldfinger‘s family friend who
provided shelter to them in the ghetto can both be considered rescuers. Especially when
considering Goldfinger‘s ability to maintain a stable diet, as well as, prolonged entry into
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the concentration camps when an estimated 2 million Jews died in the camps.133
Additionally, roughly 90 percent of the Christian Polish population that perished as a
result of the Nazis, fell victim as prisoners in one form of camp or another.134
Geographical positioning dramatically impacted the number of rescuers. In fact, the
number of rescuers in the Cracow District was relatively higher than other areas; 135

District

Number

Percentage

Numbers

of

of

of

Rescuers

Rescuers

Survivors
(Study 1)

Warsaw

1,299

31.0%

2,544

Lwow

576

14.0%

1,107

Cracow

465

11.0%

650

Lublin

398

9.5%

451

Kielce

283

7.0%

319

Tarnopol

250

6.0%

490

Bialystok

206

5.0%

274

Lodz

92

2.0%

107
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A larger number of the total survivors registered for the first study at Yad Vashem, from
the Cracow district were rescued than in other heavily populated areas. Furthermore,
according to the study a relatively low rate of rescue was recorded in districts heavily
populated by Jews.136 Two explanations can be offered, the first by using the Lodz
example. Lodz, which had the second largest Jewish population next to Warsaw, was
annexed into the German Reich and was completely isolated. Thus, rescue rate was
almost non-existent and chances of survival were proportionately lower than other areas,
such as Wierchomla, as a result of positioning. Goldfinger‘s ability to return to his
hometown during those years in the ghetto would not have been a viable option if he
would have been in another ghetto such as Lodz. The second explanation has to do with
the relative size of the Jewish population. The smaller the Jewish population, the smaller
the emphasis placed on it by the Germans, the higher percentage of rescues attempted.
However, Historians Nechama Tec, Samuel P. Oliner and Pearl M. Oliner provide more
in depth analysis. First, Nechama Tec asserts that an individual on the outside of their
community is not strongly controlled by their community, therefore that particular
individual is able to make decisions more freely than an individual strongly associated
within the community.137 Less constraint is placed upon that individual and more
freedom of action implies a great degree of independence. Independent to make their
own choices and responsible for their own actions, an individual is less likely to be
persuaded by the influences of others (anti-Semitism). Tec asserts this logic towards the
individual, but this analysis attempts to extend this logic to include communities at large.
For example, Wierchomla was located on the periphery of the Polish border. It was not
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surrounded by other communities and was able to act independently. Consequently,
when Goldfinger returned home during those years in the ghetto, the community acted in
similar fashion to an out-casted individual. The community was independent to make
their own decisions. Accordingly, the Polish Police or Nazi forces paid little attention to
it. The simple fact that Wierchomla remained relatively absent of German forces and
didn‘t receive the majority of Nazi propaganda, reinforce Tec‘s assertion.

Further

emphasizing increased rescue rate of rural locations is the work of Samuel P. Oliner and
Pearl m. Oliner. Their research comprised of over 700 interviews was not specific to
Poland; however, their research does further demonstrate that rural areas produced a
more favorable setting for rescue. First, the Oliners provided data with percentages of
Rescuers vs. non-Rescuers in terms of location. The results are as followed;138

Rescuers %

Nonrescuers %

(n=214)

(n=115)

Farm

7.5

1.7

Village

16.4

9.6

Small city

15.9

17.4

Medium-size city

5.6

13.0

Large city

54.7

58.3

Size of town lived
in for the
Longest Period
during the war

138
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(n=119)

(n=106)

Yes

86.3

87.7

No

13.7

12.3

Many neighbors
living nearby

For the purpose of this particular statistical analysis, rescuers were individuals who
completed one or more of four tasks: (1) helping Jews sustain life as they were
progressively stripped of their rights, segregated, isolated and incarcerated; (2) helping
Jews escape from centers of incarceration; (3) smuggling Jews out of the country; (4)
helping Jews maintain an underground existence within the national borders.139 The
number of rescuers is not substantially higher in farm or village settings, in fact they are
lower. However, the percentage of non-rescuers is substantially lower, and comparing
the two columns illustrates farm and village locations were the only locations to have a
higher number of rescuers than non-rescuers. Furthermore, Oliners‘ analysis
demonstrates how rural areas could potentially be more favorable, as it was in
Goldfinger‘s case. The Oliners bring up the idea that geographical location may have
shielded some rescuers from Nazi control; however, depending on the cooperation of
rescuers‘ neighbors could potentially be a source of help or threat.140 The Oliners
compares the advantages of cities to rural areas and concludes that it depends on the
community within the rural area more so than innate physical advantages;
One advantage city dwellers had was relative anonymity. Amid
the bustle of many strangers, one‘s activities might not be noticed.
This was not the case, however, in small villages, where unusual
139
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activities were more likely to be observed and subject to gossip.
Yet a significantly larger percentage of rescuers lived in small
villages. When villages were communities sharing similar values
regarding rescuers, however, neighbors could provide cover and
safety.141

Therefore, communities such as Wierchomla, who shared similar values in regards to
protecting one of their own, didn‘t hesitate to risk their lives for Goldfinger for more than
two years. The two cousins took this a step farther by physically assisting Goldfinger‘s
travels and by sharing their home with him.
Individual rescue also played a large role in the beginning of Goldfinger‘s
Holocaust journey. First, Goldfinger‘s family friend providing shelter for the
Goldfingers allowed the family to stay together longer than most families. The shelter
also provided the Goldfingers an opportunity to stay clear of diseases and other problems
associated with tenant living. Another benefit from the shelter is the ability to store food
items, items Goldfinger used to make a lucrative profit, as well as, to maintain a stable
diet outside the allotted rations. Goldfinger‘s family friend was not Catholic, which
alleviated a lot of contradictions with regards to rescues. The Polish church turned to
Rome during the Holocaust for guidance and to determine their official position toward
the situations occurring as a result of Nazi occupation. Pope Pius XII official stance on
the Holocaust was silence.142 In the absence of clear directions from the Vatican, the
Polish clergy was left scrambling and never agreed on a unified position. If the Pope
would have denounced Nazi atrocities, the Catholic ambiguities might not have been as
ubiquitous.143 Nevertheless, Catholics faced a huge dilemma. Catholics had to decide
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between anti-Semitic activity which the church had aligned itself with during the wave of
nationalism, or, the teachings of the Catholic faith which express the values of universal
love and charity to all.144 Nechama Tec‘s study of Polish rescuers concluded Polish
clergy barely participated in Jewish rescue.145 However, ambiguities did not exist with
Goldfinger‘s family friend since he was Russian orthodox. Being Russian orthodox, he
was not under the guidance of the Catholic Church, and exercised his choice to act
independently by helping the Goldfingers.
In addition to not being under the moral direction of the Catholic Church,
Goldfinger‘s family friend had two other favorable characteristics for rescuers;
occupation and prior history with Jews. In the Encyclopedia of the Righteous Among the
Nations of Rescuers during the Holocaust, a majority of rescuers earned a living as either
farmers or peasants or foresters.146 In fact, 1,266 of the rescuers were peasants or
foresters, with the next highest subgroup being merchants coming in at 89 rescuers.
Another statistic which yielded a higher propensity for rescue activity was prior
relationships or a long standing acquaintance, social, or other ties with Jews. Out of
nearly 4,119 rescuers, 2,039 of them had a prior relationship with Jews, and 1,772 were
motivated by humanitarian notions.147 In Goldfinger‘s family friend‘s case, he had
known the Goldfinger family for a long time, especially Goldfinger‘s mother; ―My
mother knew him from growing up together. My mother was born there; if you were
born there then everyone knew you and your parents. It was a small town. Also, they
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attended school together and were friends148.‖ Goldfinger‘s particular family friend had a
long standing relationship with the Goldfingers. Having a long standing friendship with
Jews was important for rescue probability, with more than half of documented cases of
rescuers in Poland having previous relationships.149 Furthermore, the level of friendship
was so sincere; the financial burden wasn‘t even a deterrent, reiterating the close ties
Goldfinger‘s hometown gentile population had made with his family. The Goldfinger
family friend‘s occupation also illustrated a positive correlation with the before
mentioned study. Goldfinger described him as ―marrying a well to do girl from the city,‖
as well as, ―having turned a small profit from farming.‖ Goldfinger continued to describe
the rescuer as being ―rich for Poland, but poor for America.‖150
Arguably the largest factor for Goldfinger‘s family friends‘ desire for rescue was
tied into the concept of community in Wierchomla. Samuel and Pearl Oliner assert in
their study The Altruistic Personality: Rescuers of Jew in Nazi Europe, the importance of
community ties; ―Significantly more rescuers than nonrescuers accepted the importance
of responsibility in maintaining their attachments to people. Additionally, they did not
merely restrict this sense of responsibility to their families but also extended it to include
the larger community.‖151 The Oliners‘ assertion shows that decisions for rescues were
based on a perceived level of shared responsibility to the overall community.
Goldfinger‘s family friend definitely had a strong sense of reasonability to the
Wierchomla, and the Goldfingers; ―My mother was crying (when he gave her the house)
but remembered she had no money to pay rent. He says don‘t worry about it, one day
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you are going to pay me back. You would do the same for me.‖152 Goldfinger‘s family
friend‘s answer proves a strong association with the Goldfingers, and the use of matter of
fact language such as ―you would do the same,‖ emphasizes the strong community ties
which made rescuing a collective responsibility extending outside an individual‘s family.
Furthermore, being actively part of the community also demonstrated a positive
correlation for rescue according to the Oliners; ―A small number of rescuers did feel
socially marginal, as did a similar percentage of nonrescuers. But the overwhelming
majority of rescuers (80 percent) had a sense of belonging to their community, a feeling
shared by similar percentages of nonrescuers.‖153 Although a majority of nonrescuers
shared a similar strong association with their communities at large, a large portion of the
rescuers felt tied with their communities. Thus if Goldfinger‘s family friend was
marginalized, the likelihood of him actively participating in rescue might have been
dramatically lower. Since, Goldfinger‘s family friend was actively involved in the
community, frequently returning to visit with many of the people in Wierchomla; he
actively sought to preserve previously made community relationships. Therefore, when
Goldfinger and his family needed assistance, there was a strong possibly they were not
going to be denied.

The same rationale behind the Goldfingers‘ family friend‘s behavior summarizes
the majority of the seasons why anti-Semitic activities did not flourish in Wierchomla.
The overall sense of belonging to a community was so strong, Jewish families (only a
few), were able to be accepted as one of their own. Thus, when a community member
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was in trouble, it wasn‘t a question of if community members could help, it was to what
extent. The extent to which the people of Wierchomla helped Goldfinger, is one of the
biggest factors in his survival.
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Section 3: Human Agency and Other Factors
Up until this point in the research the majority of the attention has been dedicated
to Goldfinger‘s geographical position and the subsequent results from living on the
periphery of the Polish border. Conversely, this section aims to identify the moments,
characteristics, and skill sets available during Goldfinger‘s journey that increased his
probability for survival. As evidenced throughout this section, human agency played a
pivotal role in Goldfinger‘s ability to make snap decisions ultimately proving
fundamental to his survival. It is important to define the concept of human agency for
the purpose of this analysis. The definition author Ronal J. Berger uses in his Agency,
Structure, and Jewish Survival of the Holocaust: A life History Study meshes well with
the aims of this analysis; ―Agency is formed by a specific range of cultural schemas and
resources available in a person‘s social milieu and entails individuals‘ ability to apply or
extend their structurally formed capacities to new circumstances in creative and
innovative ways.‖ 154 In other words, human agency is an individuals‘ ability to respond
to circumstances in a variety of ways as a result of using the cultural tools, knowledge
and skills they have acquired that are present at their disposal relevant to the particular
circumstance. Goldfinger possessed a few characteristics which were favorable for
survival: gender, age, physical appearance and mastery of the Polish language.
Goldfinger also used his relationship with his brother during the ghetto, his knowledge of
culture norms outside traditional Jewish families in Poland, and keen initiative in risk
taking to combat the atrocious circumstances he faced.
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Using human agency and other miscellaneous factors for analytical purposes
cannot be applied to every situation and do not attempt to explain Goldfinger‘s survival.
The use of human agency simply provides a correlation between factors favorable for
survival and Goldfinger‘s actual act of survival. It would be unwise to overestimate the
value of such research especially in dealing with the Holocaust. The reality of the
Holocaust is that if Germany would have defeated the Allied power during World War II,
the Nazis would have been able to carry out their final solution, thus making human
agency impossible. Additionally, in many situations the survivor was not able to
accomplish their intended objectives, and there were a number of situations where the
opportunity to exercise agency simply eluded them.155 One axiomatic truth of Holocaust
scholarship is that surviving the Holocaust was largely a random event, thus human
agency cannot provided clarity for every experience. Nevertheless, this analysis will
illustrate characteristics personal to Goldfinger that helped shape his survivor narrative as
well as highlight several situations in which he was able to use his particular set of
characteristics to exponentially increase his survival.
One distinguishable characteristic of Goldfinger‘s survival was his uncanny risk
taking ability. From the beginning of his Holocaust experience in the ghetto,
Goldfinger‘s ability to take calculated risks largely increased his probability for survival.
For example, when Goldfinger returned to Wierchomla he was able to obtain items
necessary to maintain a stable diet. Walking 25 kilometers out of his sanction ghetto was
definitely a huge risk, but also very rewarding.

Goldfinger‘s risk taking trend continued

during his time in the ghetto. Throughout his time in the Tarnov ghetto, Goldfinger and
the other five boys were able to stay warm by collecting blankets and clothes throughout
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the ghetto shortly after the liquidation process began. The extra blankets and clothes
were used to keep their apartment insolated. Also, the extra blankets were tied together
to form a rope, giving the boys the ability to use the makeshift rope to scale down the
building over the ghetto walls at night. At night, the boys would go into the nearby town
and barter with the gentile population mostly for various food items. The boys would
return through the front gate as if they were coming back from their labor responsibility.
Through bartering, the boys were able to maintain a much healthier diet than allotted by
the Nazis. Thus, if Goldfinger didn‘t possess the risk taking ability, he wouldn‘t have
been able to maintain a stable diet. Moreover, many fellow inmates followed the rules
and were reduced to musselman states. Musselman is a camp term defining men who
were on the brink of death, yet in some instances it was impossible to avoid. Yet
Goldfinger and the five boys were able to overcome the initial shock of breaking the rules
and made the decision to actively resist the Nazi‘s by defying the odds and surviving.
Goldfinger‘s rationale for taking such risks was simple and courageous; ―We were young
boys, we had nothing to lose.‖156 Without his simple, courageous attitude, Goldfinger
quite possibly would not have been able to have the physical strength to carry on, since
the majority of his nourishment was coming from food outside of the ghetto.
Goldfinger‘s ―nothing to lose‖ philosophy facilitated his ability to continue to
make calculated risks throughout his entire journey. For example, after he was shot in
the shoulder his decision to seek treatment in the infirmary was monumental risk.
However, chances of survival were slim if his wound was not treated, ―My arm was
badly affected and I could not longer work. It was only a matter of time before they
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would realize.‖157 Furthermore, Goldfinger‘s encounter with the Polish doctor illustrates
his capacity to use his particular set of skills and knowledge of distinct Polish culture. It
cannot be determined exactly why the Polish doctor decided to operate on Goldfinger,
however; a few details of the experience are very telling. First, Goldfinger‘s use of
perfect Polish facilitated the initial conversation. A lot of Jewish children attended
Jewish schools which inhibited the mastery of the Polish language.158 Thus, Goldfinger
was able to use knowledge of non-Jewish cultural schemas to create a favorable
relationship with the Polish doctor. Furthermore, the Polish doctor‘s description of
Goldfinger illustrates the doctor‘s perception; ―You don‘t look Jewish, You don‘t act
Jewish, I think I‘m going to help you.‖159 Goldfinger‘s physical appearance actually
benefitted his standing in the eyes of the doctor. Goldfinger‘s ―non-Jewish physical
appearance,‖ coupled with his mastery of the Polish language orchestrated a front of not
being Jewish which to the Polish doctor was merit for treatment. Also, Goldfinger‘s
ability to carry a sound conversation also facilitated his survival by illustrating to the
doctor that he did not ―act Jewish.‖ Therefore, risk taking and human agency provided
the Goldfinger the ability to approach the doctor where his knowledge of non-Jewish
cultural schemas provided a favorable opportunity for survival.
Another non-Jewish cultural schema Goldfinger acquired by living in rural
Wierchomla was his ability to farm. A large majority of Jews came from congregated
cities where farming was not a skill trait many Jews possessed or needed. After arriving
in Szebnie, Goldfinger used his prior knowledge of farming to negotiate a favorable labor
setting. Goldfinger was assigned to tend an SS officer‘s garden. Goldfinger used his
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farming skills as a commodity and was compensated with a low intensity labor job. A
low intensity labor job such as Goldfinger‘s garden position facilitated his ability to
maintain a strong bill of health. Furthermore, Goldfinger following his risk taking
philosophy began stealing dog biscuits from the SS officer‘s backyard to supplement his
low caloric intake. One day, the SS officer caught Goldfinger in the act. Instead of
punishing Goldfinger, the SS officer scolded Goldfinger by mentioning if he ―ever stole a
dog biscuit again he would shoot him.‖160 However, the SS officer did allow Goldfinger
to have the left over dinner scraps from their kitchen every night. Once again,
Goldfinger‘s risk taking capacity facilitated a favorable situation. In most cases,
Goldfinger would have been punished and potentially killed, thus the correlation between
the particular situation and survival may not be as strong.

Nevertheless, Goldfinger‘s

work ethic around the garden played into the SS officer‘s decision choosing not to punish
him. Goldfinger mentioned the SS officer enjoyed his work and routinely paid
compliments on his services. Therefore, Goldfinger‘s particular skill set was conducive
to securing a favorable labor position, as well as, securing extra rations maintaining his
ability to consume enough calories to not only survive, but stay physically strong.
Besides risk taking, cleverness and wise decision making were crucial for any
Holocaust survival. Hence, Goldfinger‘s survival was aided by his wise decision making.
For example, instead of staying with his family in the ghetto, Goldfinger decided to lie
about his age. Lying about his age allowed Goldfinger the opportunity to work, which
increased his worth in the eyes of the Nazis as a labor commodity. If Goldfinger did not
lie about his age he would have been considered too young for work and immediately
executed upon transfer. As a labor commodity, Goldfinger avoided one wave of the
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selection process being characterized as a man capable of work instead of a child
possessing absolutely no value. Additionally, Goldfinger‘s decision to lie about his age
created the opportunity to work under Sigel Huber, who was a ―decent man,‖ and enjoyed
Goldfinger‘s company. Sigel Huber took a strong liking to Goldfinger because he was
the ―youngest and reminded him of his own brother.‖161 Another wise and clever
decision Goldfinger made was lying about his occupation by telling an SS officer he was
a carpenter during one particular selection process. The decision to mention an acquired
skill Goldfinger didn‘t possess might have been part of the reason he was able to survive
one of the many selection process he went through. Moreover, in a completely different
selection process, Goldfinger learned a valuable lesson. Before Goldfinger was selected
to join his brother with the other hundred boys to work for Sigel Huber, Goldfinger was
separated from his brother. Instead of attempting to say his goodbyes as another boy had
done, Goldfinger simply remained quiet and stood at attention. The other prisoner
shouted out to his brother and was subsequently beaten to death by two SS guards.
Goldfinger describes the lesson he learned and, consequently, how he would approach
any SS officers; ―I learned one thing, never show fear. They enjoyed torturing you, but if
you stood there quiet, then no one would bother you.‖162 Goldfinger‘s ability to
comprehend necessary postures, rules and policies facilitated his survival in the camp
system. Goldfinger would eventually be reunited with his brother; however, the
opportunity was only present because of his ability to adapt to the camp authority.
Goldfinger‘s ability to use every conceivable influence, skill, or knowledge at his
disposal during his time under Nazi terror elevated his survival. For example, during his
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time in Tarnov ghetto, Goldfinger used his close relationship with his brother to assist his
survival. Goldfinger‘s brother Josef was a large, strong man immediately chosen as fire
commander upon entering the ghetto. Josef was fed well and kept in separate quarters
with the ability to move freely back and forth between both ghettos, acting alongside the
Jewish police and the Gestapo. Josef‘s ability to move freely back in forth from both
ghettos at Tarnov allowed Goldfinger an avenue in which he could keep in contact with
his brother. Josef was also able to pass items such as food, clothing and blankets to his
younger brother which further elevated Goldfinger‘s ability to stay healthy in the ghetto.
Furthermore, Josef‘s romantic involvement with a young woman proved to be influential.
The young woman was the daughter of the chief of the Jewish Police in the ghetto.
Therefore, Josef‘s influence weighed heavily on the Jewish Police captain, whose
powerful position assisted Murray several times. During Goldfinger‘s time at Tarnov he
did not have to fear police brutality. Goldfinger vividly remembers one cruel Jewish
policeman and how Goldfinger was able to operate throughout the ghetto in any manner
he wished; ―There was one officer named Fritz, [and] he was a cruel dog. He used to
stare at us, however, he couldn‘t do anything. I used to get an extra ration of bread and
give it to people who couldn‘t move. Fritz had to just watch.‖163 Goldfinger‘s freedom of
Jewish police persecution substantially increased his ability to withstand difficult ghetto
living situations. There are many documented acts of violence perpetrated by policing
authorities in the ghetto throughout the Holocaust. Goldfinger‘s ability to avoid such acts
provided both emotional and physical security if only for a brief period of time.
Furthermore, Goldfinger was actually able to obtain extra rations from the soup kitchen
as a result from his relationship with his brother. Goldfinger‘s extra rations from his
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brother, coupled with the extra food items he obtained through his night excursions from
the ghetto, stabilized his diet which was vital in maintaining physical strength.
Goldfinger‘s connection with his brother also may have prolonged his transport,
allowing Goldfinger more time in a favorable situation with a stable diet and police
protection. However, after choosing to help a young girl and her sick mother, Goldfinger
was picked up by the Jewish police and transported from Tarnov. During liquidation
periods, individuals with poor health were often transported directly to their death. Thus,
Goldfinger‘s act of charity was seen as an act of deviance and worth of deportation.
Goldfinger remembers being transported out of Tarnov and briefly speaking to the Chief
of police, yet for whatever reason, the police decided to transport Goldfinger and his
friends. Josef attempted to save his brother and his friends to no avail, marking the last
time Goldfinger saw his brother alive. Goldfinger was still in good health during his
transport and was sent to work at Szebnie, inevitably reaching Auschwitz-Birkenau
shortly after. Upon entering Auschwitz, Goldfinger had prior experience in camp life.
Goldfinger had spent time in ghettos, various labor camps, and had encountered
numerous frightening, disturbing situations. Auschwitz was the first death camp
Goldfinger endured, yet Goldfinger had developed a sense of the actions, behaviors and
characteristics necessary to persevere. Goldfinger, having been through Nazi oppression
for nearly four years before entering Auschwitz, was no stranger to survival. According
to historian Michael Unger,

Those who had lived in a more or less normal environment
immediately before arriving in Auschwitz regarded the tattooing as
something horrendous. Prior to their deportation, both Sinai Adler
and Ruth Eliaz lived in Theresienstadt where, despite the
oppressive conditions and hand-to-mouth existence, people still
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thought in relatively normal human terms. In the Polish ghettos, on
the other hand, the Jews were exposed to all kinds of degradations,
daily insults and Aktionen (murder actions). Apparently, these
experiences prepared them for the even more horrible realities of
life in the camp.164

Goldfinger was exposed to the worst type of conditions prior to arriving at
Auschwitz. Therefore, according to Unger, Goldfinger was able to get over the
initial shock and awe of various dehumanizing activities such as tattooing. Many
Holocaust victims couldn‘t get over the initial dehumanizing experience,
ultimately culminating in their death either through failure of motivation to
continue or their inability to follow Nazi camp procedures. Goldfinger was able
to cope with the dehumanizing experience due to the fact he had been enduring
such an experience for nearly four years. To Goldfinger Auschwitz was nothing
more than a continuation of the terror.
One of Goldfinger‘s prior experience with SS officers is an example of the
before mentioned dehumanizing activities that Goldfinger was already
accustomed to overcoming. Goldfinger and inmates of close proximity in age
stayed for a month or two in a unisex camp in between transportations. One day
the boys and girls were showering. The boys and girls were showering separately
until the Nazi officer in charge decided to force the young men and women to
shower together. The officer‘s perversion continued by forcing a young man
showering next to Goldfinger to clean the private areas of a nearby young female.
The young man was sexually aroused. Goldfinger describes the situation in more
depth; ―The girl was nervous, crying, etc… They (Gestapo officers) enjoyed it. I
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learned never to show fear. He whipped her, and said ―please don‘t agonize me‖
in German. Took a guy next to me, and made the guy wash her. The guy was
sexually excited. He whipped the young boy and said look at the dog. Later that
night, the girl committed suicide.‖165 Situations such as these taught Goldfinger
valuable lessons in both dealing with the Nazi officers and with in dealing with
dehumanizing events. Goldfinger learned to ―never show fear,‖ in addition to the
ruthless nature of Nazi oppression. Goldfinger mentions after this incident that
―nothing particularly surprised,‖ him again. For inmates who were not
accustomed to such crude, dehumanizing situations, Auschwitz was
overwhelming, and commonly their last stop. Bruno Bettelheim‘s Individual and
Mass Behavior in Extreme Situations introduces another interesting contrast
between veteran prisoners and new inmates. Bruno Bettelheim spent one year at
Dachau and Buchenwald in Germany. Bettelheim, being a psychologist, began
recording, remembering and observing other inmates as a form of coping.
Bettelheim observed the main concern of the new prisoners ―was to remain intact
as a personality and to return to the outer world the same persons who had left
it.‖166 Moreover, Bettelheim observed veteran prisoners‘ only focus was on the
best possible way to manage their lives within the camp structure.167 Bettelheim
infers that new prisoners ―spent all their emotional efforts toward‖ achieving their
past lives instead of acclimating into the new camp structure. Therefore,
Bettelheim concludes the alarming high death rate in ―non-death‖ camps can be
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attributed to the ―large number of new prisoners who did not survive‖ the initial
weeks.168 Applying Bettelheim‘s logic to Goldfinger‘s situation illustrates that
Goldfinger‘s past experiences enduring different camps increased his ability to
withstand the initial weeks of Auschwitz. Thus, Goldfinger‘s past experiences
allowed him to immediately acclimate into the camp by identifying survival
techniques and associate with other inmates concentrated on survival unlike many
Holocaust victims who felt alone and overwhelmed.
Unfamiliarity with Auschwitz-type settings was not conducive to survival.
Similarly, unfamiliarity with having to experience the death, loss, or separation
from loved ones produced congruent negative effects. Unfortunately, Goldfinger
had experience in both areas which dramatically increased his ability to cope with
camp life and loss. Goldfinger had been separated from his family from the
beginning of his camp life experience with the exception of his brother Josef.
Additionally, Goldfinger had learned how to cope with the loss of his brother
Josef before in camp. Thus, Goldfinger was able to draw on past experiences with
losing family members, especially his ability to endure in their absence, in
addition to various other ways to cope with such a traumatic situation. Before the
analysis shifts to Goldfinger‘s individual coping strategies, two limitations should
be addressed. Firstly, psycho-analytical theories cannot apply universally because
they cannot account for miscellaneous circumstances that makes each individual
case unique and do not apply to everyone directly. Secondly, authors Patricia
Benner, Ethel Roskies and Richard S. Lazarus suggest that use of psychological
analysis in such an extreme situation could potentially undermine the integrity of
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the survivor; ―To attempt to translate this extraordinary event into the categories
of cold scientific analysis exposes us to the risk of over-simplification and
trivialization. Even worse, the limitation of our understanding may lead us to
inflict further harm on those who already have been harmed enough.‖169
Nevertheless, Goldfinger‘s coping strategies can be directly related to his ability
to maintain a positive attitude, therefore enabling his ability to think rationally
and to ―exercise agency to capitalize on each opportunity.‖170
For the purposes of this analysis, the Benner, Roskies and Lazarus definition of
coping illustrates the specific technicalities that are being considered; ―coping represents
the attempt to manage stress either by resolving the disturbed person-environment
relationship directly or by diminishing the emotional distress resulting from it.‖171
Goldfinger‘s most apparent mechanism of managing stress throughout his imprisonment
was his ability to focus on the positive, everyday gains. For example, Goldfinger
remembers trivial details such as ―getting a blanket, or an extra bread ration,‖ as being a
monumental accomplishment eliciting much joy.‖172 Furthermore, Joel E. Dimsdale in
The Coping Behavior of Nazi Concentration Camp Survivors emphasizes ten categories
of coping. Of those ten classifications of coping, Dimsdale puts forth the notion that the
most prominent coping strategy is the differential focus on the good.173 In Goldfinger‘s
case, this conclusion seems relevant. Goldfinger‘s testimony emphasized his focus on
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―getting past‖ daily activities without complications such as ―not being beaten in line.‖174
Dimsdale asserts its human nature to view activities in such a way, especially when being
surrounded with the constant fear of death.175 Dimsdale explains Holocaust survivors‘
differential focus on good as the figure-ground problem; a person at all times has a choice
as to what to focus on—foreground or background, good or bad. In most instances,
camp inmates adjusted their demands for pleasure so their demands were consistent with
the environment.176 Goldfinger‘s focus on securing a bed or fixing his broken shoe are
ways in which he was able to deflect his attention from the negative and shift his
attention towards something positive.

Additionally, Benner Roskies and Lazarus

suggest long ranged goals and expectations transformed to fit individual reasons for
survival. For example, Goldfinger‘s testimony is full of instances where he describes
thinking about his family as an act of survival; ―You thought about your family and what
happened and if they were okay or not. My brother was with me for most part, and I
didn‘t know what happened (to) everyone else. I knew my sisters did not make it. I
wished to see my brothers again.‖177 Goldfinger‘s focused on the opportunity to meet
his family again as rationale for survival. By thinking about his family, Goldfinger
constructed a viable reason to carry on, a valuable piece of the survival puzzle.
Benner, Roskies and Lazarus also assert the coercive and ambiguous environment
of the camp provided few opportunities for adaptive behavior, thus the most important
forms of coping were intrapsychic or found within themselves.178 Furthermore, a
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survivor‘s will to survive and carry on can be largely attributed to their ability to maintain
a positive attitude throughout the camp. Goldfinger‘s will to live never wavered.
Goldfinger longed to see his family again; only for a brief period thought about giving up
after a conversation with a SS guard:
The smoke was coming out, it was a clear day. The guy in charge
said look, there goes your transport. I thought they are better off
than I am. Why? Because their torture was over. It is a matter of
surviving a couple months. They are better off than I am. Mine
(my torture) is going to continue for maybe a couple more months,
and then I will end up the same way. But then I thought. No, No, I
have the will power; I know I can make it. And look I made it.179
Goldfinger‘s ability to maintain the will to survive can be attributed to his intrapsychic,
inner positive state of mind and through his clinging of hope. Dimsdale suggests the will
to live and the quality of holding on to hope was an important factor in maintaining a
healthy state of mind.180 Goldfinger clung to possibility of survival as both an act of
defiance, and as a way to continue his everyday struggle. Thus, he explained ―daily
surviving was a way to outlast the Nazis. You always realize you made another day.
Make another day, and hope that America would come.‖
Fostering connections with other human beings can be viewed as another coping
strategy Goldfinger utilized. At every step along his Holocaust journey, Goldfinger was
able to meet other people, connect with groups, and continue to interact in healthy
relationships. Group affiliation was vital for survival according to Dimsdale, as ―if an
inmate was unsuccessful in affiliating with a group within the first few days of
internment, his or her chances of survival were very limited.‖181 Goldfinger was able to
align himself with a group of five boys from the beginning of his working experience for
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the majority of his Holocaust journey. Is it a coincidence three out of those five boys
survived? There are so many factors that went along with survival; however,
Goldfinger‘s ability to carry on meaningful relationships enhanced his probability for
survival. Goldfinger was affiliated with groups, yet he was still able to act
independently. Historian Alan Zuckerman claims that separation from one‘s family
during the Holocaust could have actually increased the survival probability; ―Most
individuals did not calculate with sole regard for their own personal survival…To leave
increases the probability of one‘s own survival but decreases it for those of the family…
The break out beyond the family is tantamount to surviving at the expense of the
family.‖182 This logic while harsh has validity. Surviving the Holocaust was largely a
random act where individuals needed to make snap decisions. This sort of situation does
not benefit groups of individuals, which is why it was difficult for entire families to
survive. Goldfinger was separated from his family at the beginning of the camp
experience. Also, Goldfinger was able to act independently in many situations. If
Goldfinger would have had to manipulate situations in order to benefit a group of people,
the outcome might not have been as beneficial. For example, when Goldfinger received
extra rations from the Garden SS officer, if he shared those extra rations with eight other
people the individual benefit deteriorated. Also, Goldfinger didn‘t have to actually
witness the death of his family members, which could have been a traumatic situation
which he may not have been able to overcome. Goldfinger used the prospect of reuniting
with his family as a coping mechanism. If he witnessed the death of his family, he might
not have been able to carry on.
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Age and Gender are the last two factors from which Goldfinger‘s survival hinged.
Firstly, Goldfinger‘s age can be a factor for survival for the simplistic rationale that he
was around the optimal age to withstand the physical endeavors. Secondly, Goldfinger
was routinely one of the youngest boys working, thus Goldfinger received a lot of
sympathy. A list of a few of the sympathetic acts towards Goldfinger‘s behalf will
further emphasize his age being a factor for survival: he was supposed to retrieve a part
while working at the dam and when he forgot the part he wasn‘t punished by Sigel Huber;
while working at a camp outside of Buchenwald a German overseer left potatoes on a
cart for Goldfinger to eat; while working in the mines a German worker gave Goldfinger
his sandwich during lunch time; a SS officer gave Goldfinger the family leftover dinner;
while in camp a old Polish General used to soothe Goldfinger‘s anxiety about the notion
that Jews had Christian blood; Goldfinger almost immediately made friends at every
camp.183 All of these situations have one thing in common: Goldfinger‘s ability to carry
conversations and his age. Goldfinger‘s own interview sheds light on the German farmer
who gave him potatoes; ―He felt bad for us, especially because we were so young.‖184
Furthermore, Goldfinger‘s analysis of the General‘s comforting explanations of an antiSemitic myth further emphasize Goldfinger‘s beneficial age; ―He thought of me as his
own son.‖185 Age isn‘t the sole reason random acts of kindness were constantly bestowed
upon a young Goldfinger. Goldfinger‘s own charismatic, personable ability to make
acquaintances attributed to the acts of charity. Goldfinger‘s interview demonstrates his
outgoing personality; Goldfinger explained that ―just like you meet someone in school
and you start talking and you eventually like the guy. It was the same thing. If he needs
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a favor, you are going to do it. They felt sorry in a way. Also, they were my friends.‖186
Goldfinger didn‘t view these as random acts of kindness, but as friends doing another
friend a favor. Goldfinger consistently relied on his ability to make friends, carry
conversations, and interact with others as if they were in a normal setting as a way to
benefit his situation. Goldfinger‘s ability to create meaningful friendships, paired with
his relatively young age, created a favorable situation for survival.
Being a male during the Holocaust persecution dramatically increased the
probability of survival. Being able to work and possessing labor value was at the core of
the Nazi‘s ideology and was seen as the only value of the Jewish people. Under Nazi
policy, the sole purpose of all women was to serve the state, thus Jewish women already
unworthy of life because of their Jewish inheritance became ―both nonpersons and
nonwomen — in other words, objects and functions.‖187 Since women were not viewed
as labor commodities as men, a larger portion of women were sent directly to their deaths
than men. Goldfinger‘s personal experience with his transfer to Auschwitz demonstrates
the advantages of being male; ―When we came to Auschwitz, out of 1,800 they only
needed 200. There were 600 girls from my transport from my camp; they all went to the
gas chambers because they didn‘t need any girls. Auschwitz was a surplus.‖188
Goldfinger describes Auschwitz as a surplus and describes each new load of people as
being treated as items that can be easily discarded. Also, Goldfinger describes a common
situation during transport; women were needed in far less quantities than men and thus
were sent to their immediate deaths upon entering the camp. Historian Judith Baumel
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emphasizes how physical perception factored into the selection process and heavily
favored men; ―While men with scars would often appear rugged and more capable of
hard labor, scarred women were often sentenced to death. Finally, in the cases where
women underwent initial selection before undressing, their traditional garb—long dark
shapeless dresses, head shawls and the like—made them look older than their years again
sealing their fate.‖189
Being able to work was not the only advantage men possessed over women.
Women had a wide range of issues which decreased probability of survival, increased
stress and guilt, and opened up far more humiliating tortures. Women were directly
responsible for the care of their children. In fact, many women who chose to be with
their young children were sent with their child to their deaths. Women who were
pregnant were automatically sent to their deaths.190 Furthermore, women had entirely
more stresses placed on them as a result of having he sole responsibility for their children.
Emotionally, many women were damaged for not being able to provide food for their
children, for having an abortion by choice or by force, and by having to make the
decision to remain with their child or survive on their own.191 Men were usually
separated from women and children early on, which is why they did not share similar
agonizing decisions.192 Also, women were more vulnerable to rape and sexual
molestation, as well as unwanted pregnancies and different kinds of humiliation.
Examples of female anxieties are bountiful and illustrate the differences. Some women
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who stopped having their menstrual cycle (amenorrhea) during camp feared if they
survived they might never be able to have another child.193 Other women had constant
anxiety of not being able to serve food to their starving children while in the ghetto.194
Women did hold a few distinct advantages. One advantage was the use of sex as a
commodity in exchange for food or other goods.195 Similarly, women held some
―power‖ over SS guards because it was a crime for an SS guard to have sexual relations
with a Jew, therefore, if the women reported the SS member or made a commotion, they
could ward off such advances.196 In terms of physical appearance, if women were able
to escape their Jewish identity, there was no physical mark which labeled them a Jews
unlike their male counterparts.197 In those instances in which women were able to live
under false identity among the Christian population, they were better suited to maintain
their false identity. However, different genders experienced different types of stress,
humiliation and torture. The fact remains that being a male during the Holocaust
elevated one‘s probability for survival. Being a male, Goldfinger was able to avoid many
of the situations which women could not. Also, because of Goldfinger‘s age, he did not
have children and did not have the additional pain for caring for them. Thus, Goldfinger‘s
masculinity can be attributed as a factor of survival.
Overall, Goldfinger‘s variety of survival factors sheds light on the enormous
undertaking surviving the Holocaust was for three reasons. First, surviving wasn‘t
merely a singular activity comprised of one particular skill trait, but a constant daily grind
in which a survivor had to use every imaginable asset available to extend their life for the
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slightest amount of time. Secondly, surviving the Holocaust can be associated with
numerous instances in which an explanation trivializes an experience that will never be
fully explained. Third, surviving the Holocaust took more than just determination; more
than just will, more than just opportunity, it took a great amount of luck. Nevertheless,
Goldfinger‘s narrative demonstrates how an individual took the opportunities presented
before him and used the skills he had acquired over the years in such a way as to be able
to withstand the most inhumane type of agony or torture known to man. Goldfinger‘s
gender, age, connections with his brother, mastery of the polish language, clever decision
making, utilization of agency and his pure will and determination all attributed to his
survival.
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Epilogue
Murray Goldfinger‘s story is overflowing with moments that shock, intrigue and
question the boundaries of human ruthlessness.

His narrative also illuminates all that is

good in mankind. Goldfinger‘s story is a story of perseverance against all odds. For
many Holocaust victims, the following does not hold true, but in Goldfinger‘s case, the
will to survive, and maintaining a positive attitude, outweighed even the gloomiest
circumstances. Goldfinger‘s ability to maintain a positive attitude, to remain human, to
remain compassionate, and to forgo resentment illustrates the finest qualities of mankind.
There are many parts of Mr. Goldfinger‘s story that can be dissected by historians
about why he in particular survived. I have spent the prior sections attempting to do the
same. However, when I truly think about his remarkable story, I wish to share what I
have learned and what I hope others can take away. First and foremost, the altruistic
work of any Holocaust historian deals with the notion of memory. What I hope one can
take away from Goldfinger‘s story is simply remembering his story; remembering the
horrific imagines of death, the grotesque actions of fellow humans and remembering the
innocent lives that perished.

The Holocaust was a bureaucratic genocide on an

unprecedented scale which will never be duplicated. However, genocides have continued
to plague nations such as Sudan and Rwanda. The lessons learned from the Holocaust
have not been fully integrated into the world. By remembering our past and more
importantly our past mistakes, future generations can hopefully work to create a better
place. I hope one day I am fortunate enough to have children, and I hope that when they
grow up, the world is a better place.
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Furthermore, I hope one can take away from Goldfinger‘s story the fallacy of hate.
Mr. Goldfinger is a fine man, a man with the highest moral integrity, and a man that
makes anyone around him a better person. Yet, because he was a Jew, he was persecuted.
What I hope one can take away from his narrative is the absurdity of such logic. AntiSemitism and prejudices still exist today. If Mr. Goldfinger‘s story influences one person
to alter their prejudices, then I can consider this work a success. With the ongoing
conflicts domestically and internationally, I continually reflect on Mr. Goldfinger‘s story.
How can people still classify people by race, ethnicity or religion and choose to persecute
them because of it? Mr. Goldfinger‘s story illustrates that people should be judged on the
merit of their character, on their integrity, on their humility. Only then will governments
begin to cooperate to solve the ever expanding problems across the globe, instead of
increasing them. In addition, Mr. Goldfinger‘s story illustrates the dangers of unchecked,
consolidated power mobilized through hate. Hate is synonymous with lack of knowledge.
Without knowledge, the powerful can prey on the weak. This danger is ever present in
today‘s world, and Goldfinger‘s story hopefully can increase awareness in this sense.
Simply remembering Mr. Goldfinger‘s story can give one the tools to combat hate in
every facet of life.
One thing I have taken away from Mr. Goldfinger‘s story is his incredible
humility and ability to view all situations with positive strength. Mr. Goldfinger did not
just survive the Holocaust; he strove to help those around him, who were also suffering
tremendously. Mr. Goldfinger‘s upbringing taught him the importance of helping others.
Throughout the holocaust he continued to do as he was taught. Mr. Goldfinger‘s
compassion was the reason he was deported from the Tarnov Ghetto, yet he was able to
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stay focused on positive instead of the negative. Mr. Goldfinger‘s ability to maintain a
state of normality allowed him to survive. I think the same can be applied to everyone‘s
life. There are many situations in a person‘s life when he or she doesn‘t think they can
carry on. Use Goldfinger‘s story of perseverance as motivation to get through trying
times. Mr. Goldfinger shared with me three situations of young people, coming from
troubled backgrounds that used his story as motivation to not quit the fight. The
situations varied from a cancer patient, drug addict and an abused teen; yet in all three
cases, each individual found strength from within to overcome as a result of Mr.
Goldfinger‘s story.

Personally, since I have been involved in this research, there have

been many ups and downs. However, I have gained strength from knowing what Mr.
Goldfinger went through and was able to overcome. Although this logic is rash and by
no means can be applied to every situation or every person, it still can be comforting to
know that people such as Mr. Goldfinger have been through the unthinkable and are still
able to prosper.
The last two characteristics I hope one can learn from Mr. Goldfinger are his
overall strength and his continued faith in the good nature of people. Mr. Goldfinger has
more strength than many. He withstood insurmountable odds with class and dignity. His
inner strength, moral conviction are worthy of praise. Additionally, I have been truly
moved by his strength to retell his narrative. The pain and suffering that Mr. Goldfinger
has been through has not escaped him over the years. Yet, he continues to describe his
narrative, tell his story, and discuss the Holocaust with anyone who will lesson. How
many people do you know that would share the most painful memory in their lives to
anyone willing to listen? Mr. Goldfinger‘s strength and conviction in telling his story is
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but another trait to admire. It says a lot about a person to be able to revisit desperate
times with such vigor. Again, applying this logic to everyday scenarios might not always
be applicable, yet if I can confront low points in my life with such grace, then I will be
able to lead a wonderful life. Furthermore, Mr. Goldfinger has the right to resent the
people who performed these atrocities. Mr. Goldfinger‘s entire family was slaughtered at
the hands of the Nazis, yet he refuses to hate any person or show any resentment to the
German people. Mr. Goldfinger told me a story about a young girl who found out her
grandparents lived in Germany during the Holocaust. She found out that her
grandparents cooperated with the fascist regime and she didn‘t know how she could look
at them the same. Without hesitation, Mr. Goldfinger describes how he told this young
girl that her grandparents were good people, following orders, and were probably scared
themselves. He told her that he had no ill-will and wished nothing but happiness for
them. The story of the young girl pretty much summarizes the character of the Murray
Goldfinger. I hope one day I can reflect back on my life and have gone through it with as
much integrity, strength, honor and humility as Mr. Goldfinger. If there was one word to
describe Murray Goldfinger: extraordinary.
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